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Club News and Views

Editorial
Martyn Phillips, G3RFX
Don, G3XTT, will indeed be a difficult act to
follow. For one thing, over the years he’s
expertly edited more issues of the Digest than
he’d probably care to remember. He also
knows a darned sight more about the DX
scene than I ever will. Fortunately, though,
after a very pleasant lunchtime spent at his
friendly local near Henley on Thames, I
managed to retain him as our regular
contributor on the subject (‘DX an’ all that’,
page 9). Thanks, Don, for your considerable
support and encouragement.

with your approval. If not, then this should at
least encourage many a Letter to the Editor,
whoever he or she may be.
Otherwise the general content stays roughly
the same. Well, of course. I have, though,
added a Digest Prize Crossword along the
lines of the Times or Daily Telegraph (see
page 53). I used to compile these things, for
my sins. If you’re not into cryptic crosswords,
then it probably won’t appeal, but do give it a
go. They’re mainly amateur radio-type clues
and basically very logical. Well, something
like that anyway. On page 52 you’ll also find
this month’s Amateur Radio Film News (You
what?). Do check that out too.

Anyway, most of you probably know me best
as the follicly-challenged 6’ 1” geezer with the
BBC accent, trendy Vision Express glasses
and penchant for awful puns who does his best
to keep some semblance of order at the HF &
IOTA Convention DX Dinner. Either that, or
as ZB2FX in Gibraltar. Or again here in the
UK, as that GB2RS newsreader on 80m, 3.650
MHz, at 0900 on a Sunday.

One thing I’m very keen to do is to encourage
as many contributions as possible from our
newer CDXC members, especially those of
you who are relatively new to HF (see
Ian/MØKCM’s ‘Member Profile’ on page 34).
I’d also like to see more articles written with
the newcomer in mind, no matter how
straightforward they might seem to some of
the ‘big guns’ who’ve been in the business for
years - and have more lightweight metal up in
the air than a Boeing 747 Jumbo.

And I’m not totally new to this editing lark,
seeing as in the 1980s I spent five years with
the British Forces Broadcasting Service
(BFBS) as news editor, newsreader and
presenter. Mind you, in those days things
weren’t anything like as computerised as they
are now. In fact that’s been one of my biggest
challenges in this job so far: attempting to
come to terms with the layouting and
formatting side, something I didn’t really need
to bother about up to now. I hope it doesn’t
show too much!

After all, we all had to start somewhere. In my
case that was in SW Essex back in 1862 (at
least, that’s what it seems like now…) at the
age of 15. The rig was a potentially lethal
home-brew lash-up for Top Band - all the rage
in those days, of course - into a 132’ long wire
down the garden. No wonder I could never
compete with my friend and 160m ‘big gun’
John, G3PQA, just down the road. He’d be
getting seemingly very genuine 599s from the

I have made a few small changes to the format
of the Digest (What, d’you mean you hadn’t
even noticed?). I hope these changes meet
3

of an extremely rare species of bird, one he’d
never heard before. But that’s another story.

Ws, whereas I’d be lucky to get anything more
than a 559 from the OKs. Nevertheless, I still
managed to spend 23 hours out of every 24 on
160m, much to my parents’ delight.

And why am I telling you all this stuff? Well,
as I say, we all had to start somewhere.

My late-night CW activities, with the shack
window open, also caused considerable
excitement on the part of our veteran
birdwatcher neighbour next door. He was convinced that what he was hearing were the calls

73 Martyn, G3RFX
www.btinternet.com/~g3rfx

________________________________________________________________________

Chairman’s Chat
John Butcher, G3LAS

Have you noticed how people form views on
the various DX-peditions according to rather
limited criteria? I’m thinking of some of the
comments to be seen on the DX cluster during
these operations. A little translation might be
in order:

doubt if any do. Perhaps some of the armchair
critics should read the accounts of more of the
expeditioners.
There have been a couple of reminders
recently of some of the things which can go
wrong. Spare a thought for the Italian team
which went to the Austral Islands. Several
thousands of miles travelled and several
thousand dollars spent – and they dropped the
gear in the (very rough) sea when getting out
of the boat. Or what about the Annobón
group? Apparently they had all the necessary
permissions and had even seen the political
and military leaders socially, but were still
virtually chased off the island at gun point in
the middle of their planned stay. There was
also much gnashing of teeth about the small
number of 160m QSOs made by XZ7V. You
try it in continuous tropical thunderstorms.

“Good ears!” He heard me.
“Poor op!”

He didn’t hear me.

“Easy!”

I’d only been calling for two
hours.

“Yesssss!!!” Got him after calling on the
wrong frequency for a week.
“Pse when on 160m?”
Come on, you’ve been there for an hour. Why
haven’t you got the 4-square and the
beverages up, even if it is broad daylight
here?

These happenings are not untypical. There
have, of course, been occasions when
expeditioners have tragically been seriously
injured or even killed while doing their best to
give us all contacts with some rare entity or
island. Surely that must remind us all that
amateur radio is only a hobby and there are
more important things in life.

I’m sure most of these eager beavers don’t
give a thought to what may have been going
on at the far end. Not all expeditions go off
without a hitch, in good conditions – in fact, I
4

I like to think that membership of CDXC
helps us to keep things in perspective and,
while doing our bit to support those who roam
the world for our benefit, we also keep in
mind the numerous other aspects of DX-ing
and the needs of the wider community who
participate in it, even the residents of some of
these far off places whom we touch indirectly
and learn about through these activities.

the continuing steady increase in membership.
This is very gratifying, pointing to the
continuing interest in the art of DX-ing.
Hopefully it also means that the Club is
moving in the right direction and satisfying
members’ needs.
We can continue to do this only if you keep
telling us what you want. Our forays to the
Elvaston and Donington rallies were very
successful and I have no doubt that we will
make some similar appearances next year to
meet members and to show the flag wherever
we can.

At this time of year I can usually reflect on the
RSGB
HF
and
IOTA
Convention.
Unfortunately it’s a little later than usual, so it
hasn’t happened yet. However, it promises to
be a great ‘do’ which will not suffer at all
from its excursion to the North West.

As usual I would like to end by wishing all
members and their families a Happy
Christmas (in October!) and every success in
the New Year. Don’t forget the January
programme of activity for the annual Penallt
Trophy and the special Challenge for the
IOTA 40th birthday celebrations which CDXC
is organising and for which more information
will be posted in the Digest and on the Club
website.

In November too we usually announce the
date of our Annual CDXC Dinner. So get it in
the diary: Saturday, 24 April 2004. Those who
really like to plan ahead might also wish to
note the date for the AGM and Summer Social
- Saturday, 17 July 2004. For both of these
unmissable events the venue will be
announced later.
Looking back on 2003, a couple of important
things were noteworthy for the Club. One is

73 es gud DX John, G3LAS

________________________________________________________________________

President’s Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
This month brings the start of a new era with
Martyn, G3RFX, taking over as Digest Editor.
Finding some 50 pages of interesting material
every two months is quite a challenge and all
members can help.

interest to members, then please send a note to
Martyn. We’d also like to know about your
operations away from home (not the Holby
City type!) whether it’s a DX-pedition, large
or small, or a contest or Field Day operation.
Tell us how you got on and what you learnt.
We have a large number of members who are
relatively new to HF and may be inspired by
your experiences and hopefully will be
encouraged to have a go themselves.

Just how? Personal profiles are particularly
interesting and welcome and show the breadth
of our membership. If you spot interesting
articles or web pages that you think may be of
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Don, G3XTT, finally ‘retired’ as Digest Editor
with the September issue. Don has done a
wonderful job for the past five years in
producing over 30 Digests, all of which have
been an ‘excellent read’. The CDXC Digest is
our most visible asset and, in my view, it gets
better year by year. Thanks, Don, for all your
efforts and enjoy your ‘retirement’.

mid-March to mid-April 2004 and we will be
active for nearly four weeks and for four full
weekends. Our licence should be issued within
days. We plan a really major effort - have a
look at the photo pages. These also show the
new Trident TA30M2L 2-element 30m fullsized Yagi that we will be taking with us. It
weighs just 7 Kgs. A taste of things to come!
Nearly all the team are members of CDXC.

Just one further matter regarding the Digest.
One of my tasks is to assemble the photo
pages, so if you have good pictures related to
your articles, please send them directly to me.
Generally, we try and publish two pictures per
article and it really does help if you send me a
limited number to choose from, say three or
four, together with the suggested titles. It can
be a real bore hunting through a CD with
some 100+ pictures!

Next to social events, Chairman John has
mentioned that the 2004 Annual Dinner will
be on Saturday, 24 April. This is just eight
days after we return from our DX-pedition.
We hope to have a first cut of the video for the
dinner; alternatively, we will have slides. We
are seeking a new location in the Hemel
Hempstead area as the Boxmoor Lodge is now
too small for us and we need a location that
will take 60 to 80 people at a reasonable
charge. Your President is on the look-out!

Not all members may be aware that the
printing and distribution of the Digest is done
locally here in Hemel Hempstead. Our target
is to post the Digest on the Thursday or Friday
of the first full week of the month, so
members should have their copies during the
second full week.

We also decided that in future we would hold
the CDXC AGM and Summer Social on the
Saturday of the third weekend in July. This
falls conveniently between the IARU and
IOTA Contests and, if last year’s SS was
anything to go by, this timing should work
well. So, please put Saturday, 17 July, in your
diaries for the 2004 AGM and Summer Social.

The detailed IOTA 2004 Programme rules
appear elsewhere in this Digest. This will be
run by CDXC. I’d like to encourage all
members to have a go at this. There will be
plenty of activity on both CW and SSB and
QSL cards are not required.

Our DX-pedition funding activities continue
apace; in fact we have made contributions to
over 60 DX-peditions since January 2000. The
latest DX-peditions supported since January
2003 are:

Nevada has kindly agreed to sponsor IOTA
2004 and we will be issuing attractive
certificates similar to be IOTA 2000
certificates. This is a great programme for
getting started in IOTA and it should be
possible to pick up over 400 island groups in
the year. Don G3XTT has kindly agreed to
manage IOTA 2004.

HH/DL7CM, DM2AYO Haiti February 2003
STØRY Sudan March 2003
A35WE Tonga March/April 2003
OY8PA etc. Faroe Islands April 2003

The FSDXA plans for the next major DXpedition are coming together well and so far a
team of 27 has been assembled. The dates are

TX4PG Marquesas Islands April/May 2003
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FO/G35WH & FO/G4MFW Australs &
French Polynesia July 2003

SOs really do save us a huge amount of time.
We still have quite a few members paying by
SO into the old Alliance & Leicester account
and we’d appreciate your help in changing
these over. We noted also that some members
had taken out new standing orders, but had not
cancelled their old ones. We welcome the
cash, but are sure that this was not the
intention!

XU7ACT, XU7ACU Cambodia August 2003
3CØV Annobón September/October 2003
FO/IT9WRE Australs & French Polynesia
September/October 2003
XZ7A Myanmar October 2003
FR/E
2003

Europa Island

I have just written to 36 members who have
still to renew from their subscriptions. They
have received a ‘Personalised Presidential
Reminder’ – all very grand! We will probably
end up with around 20 lapses and resignations
this year, which is a very small percentage of
our 600 members.

November/December

4V2ØØYH Haiti January/February 2004
E3/G3VMW Eritrea February 2004

So we’ll press on with our marketing. We
haven’t mailed the DXCC, IOTA or Packet
Cluster types for a year or so; we will do this
in November. The new Access database will
be an enormous help here, as we will be able
to track our mailings to all potential members.
Nigel is at present putting all those we have
mailed during the past three years onto the
database. With all the newcomers to the HF
bands there are plenty to target. We believe
that our attendance at Elvaston and
Donnington was really worthwhile and we are
planning to attend similar events in the future.

T33C Banaba March/April 2004
Can someone help us, please? We will need a
new Webmaster when Alan G3PMR moves to
Cyprus. Our website has been redesigned by
Dominic, MØBLF, and hopefully will soon be
up and running. We need someone who can
edit and maintain our webpages and keep
them up to date. IOTA 2004 should be the
source of much activity on the webpages, as
we hope to show latest scores as well as
having a download facility for the data files.
Please get in touch with John, G3LAS, or
myself if you can help.

By the time you receive this Digest yet
another RSGB HF & IOTA Convention will
be over. Let’s hope it was as successful as past
Conventions.

At last Sunday’s CDXC Committee Meeting
we reviewed the club’s financial position and
noted that this was extremely satisfactory.
Nigel, G3TXF, our Treasurer, has converted
our Excel database into Access and it works
like a dream. May I thank everyone who
amended their standing orders and indeed,
thanks too to a significant number of members
who have converted to Standing Order (SO).

73 Neville, G3NUG
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Secretary’s Update
Shaun Jarvis, MØBJL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:

Call

Worked

Name

Location

GØCKV
GØNIG
GØTQJ
GØUZP
G1DJI
G3LNG
G3RAU
G4UKP
G4ZUL
GW4ZXL
MØVKC
MØRHI
MØWKR
MI0BME
MWØEDX
MWØUSK
WK6I

100+
150+
238
210
100
195
275
100+
115
231
223
100+
138
100+
219
200
252

Olof Lundberg
Nigel Smith
Chris Vernon
Paul Zrobok
John Short
George Robbins
Derek Moffat
Dave Ford
Steve Cocks
Wyn Hughes
Nigel Williams
Royce Hunt
Neil Clarke
Peter Maile
Anton Koval
Curtis Burke
Jeff Stai

Surrey
West Yorks
Lincs
Staffs
Essex
Merseyside
Lincs
Staffs
Essex
Carmarthen
Cheshire
Doncaster
North Yorks
Co. Antrim
Powys
Gwent
CA

The CDXC LF Challenge 2004
Aim: The aim of the competition is to work as many DXCC Entities during the month of January 2004. Each
DXCC Entity is counted once only.
When: 0000 UTC 1st Jan 2004 to 2400 UTC 31st Jan 2004.
Bands: Only the 1.8, 3.5 and 7 MHz bands maybe used.
Modes: No restrictions.
Logs: Send a list either by email or post, but the list must contain the following headings in this order please:
DXCC Entity, Callsign, Date, Time, Band and mode. Entries which are not submitted in this format may be
disqualified from the Challenge. QSL cards are not required, but in the event of a dispute the CDXC
Committee may request a photocopy or print-out of applicants’ logs. Logs to be sent to awards@cdxc.org.uk
or by post to Jim Kellaway, G3RTE, 55 Ladbrooke Drive, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 1QW, UK, to be received no
th
later than the 29 of February 2004.
st

Awards: 1 Place - The winner will receive the Penallt Trophy (returnable) plus a small engraved plaque
which is retained. 2nd Place - The runner-up will receive the Tindle Cup (returnable) plus a small engraved
rd
plaque which is retained. 3 Place - For the person in third place a small engraved plaque which is retained.
All entrants who work more than half the winner’s total entities will receive a certificate.
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DX an’ all that
Don Field, G3XTT g3xtt@lineone.net

Back again!

expedition. I believe VK, 9V, etc. have been
worked on Top Band, too.

Looks as though I don’t get away as lightly as
I might. Here I am, back again, this time
wearing a DX hat (as against the Contest,
Editorial, Chairman and Presidential hats I
seem to recall having worn at various times in
the past!). Martyn has modestly discounted his
own knowledge of the DX scene and kindly
asked me to contribute an occasional few
words on the subject.

3CØV
There have been disappointments with some
of the expeditions, 3CØV being the best
example. It seems they had the necessary
permits, but were nevertheless summarily
forced to QRT by the local ‘security’ people
after just a few days of operation. I feel sorry
for the guys, but apparently all some amateurs
feel, judging by comments on the Cluster and
elsewhere, is anger that the team dared to raise
our hopes and then left us in the lurch.

Actually, the ‘DX Scene’ has had plenty of
ups and downs recently, but it certainly hasn’t
been boring. During the early part of October
the bands were buzzing with VK9XW and
VK9CD, BQ9P, XZ7A, V6, S79NS,
T2ØMW, 3W22S, YJØAMY, ZM8CW,
T88ZX, FO and, of course, 3CØV. Most of
those made their way into my log, but on the
‘bread and butter’ bands for the most part.

Come on folks, where’s your ‘ham spirit’?
And the poor Italians who went to FO were
delayed by extreme weather conditions, and
then went on to lose much of their equipment
in the sea. Finally, their generator failed to
start once they got ashore. And all that after
travelling halfway round the world to help out
the deserving.

Having said that, even 10m had its moments. I
heard FO (Australs) one evening, although too
weakly to make it worth calling, and the US
has been booming in from time to time. On
the other hand, there have been days like the
Sunday of the RSGB 21/28MHz CW Contest,
when someone ‘up there’ seems to have
turned out the lights!

LoTW
There have also been a bunch of moaners in
respect of the ARRL’s Logbook of the World
(LoTW), complaining at the cost, the way it’s
being administered, even its lack of take-up
(this, just two weeks after it went live!). What
planet do some of these folk live on?

BQ9P
At the other end of the spectrum, BQ9P were
making it into the UK on 160m, although the
high level of local QRN I now have (far
higher than when we moved here 19 years
ago) meant I never had solid enough copy to
be confident of a QSO. Hopefully I can
remedy that soon with a K9AY loop – we are
trying them out ahead of next year’s Five Star

Clearly LoTW is a long-term initiative and
certainly won’t change our QSLing or awardchasing habits overnight. Indeed, if you
assume there are about 7,000 amateurs active
in the DXCC program, and on average they
submit 100 cards a year (this is real finger-inthe-air stuff, but many will already be close to
the top of the list, so won’t submit that many),
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then maybe ARRL and its Field Checkers are
seeing somewhere close to 1 million cards a
year. But the RSGB Bureau alone handles
many more cards than that annually and I
would imagine the combined total of the
world’s bureaux is in the tens of millions.

sure it will be a great show, and one that many
of us need on several bands or modes. Take a
look at the DX Calendar to see what’s on the
horizon, with quite a few useful IOTA
counters coming up too (did you know that
quite a few IOTA chasers are now over the
1,000 island groups threshold – some going!).

And actually, most of the cards submitted for
DXCC are probably obtained direct, so don’t
go near the bureau system at all. In other
words, amateurs don’t just collect cards for
DXCC, and the introduction of LoTW won’t
kill QSLing overnight. As I have heard several
people say, “Why should I submit cards to
ARRL, to tell me how many countries I’ve
worked – I know that already!”

Don, G3XTT
_________________________________

LoTW and e-QSLs
[from John, G3LZQ]
I think the LoTW issue can be shelved for a
wee while. I have, along with several other
UK stations, uploaded logs with great success.
My 60,000 QSOs went in with no hassle at all
from an ADIF File generated from DX4WIN
V6.02 logging software. Others have used TL,
with only a few niggles relating to band
definitions on 4m and 70cms.

But where LoTW will most definitely score is
in allowing us to keep those precious cards to
hand, rather than risk them to the vagaries of
the postal system. I’m sure it will gather
momentum as the years pass, and would
certainly encourage CDXC members to
upload your logs, not only your home station
log, but any expeditions too, even of the
humble ‘holiday expedition’ variety. That
said, I feel sure that many casual expeditioners
still maintain paper logs (if they maintain logs
at all!), and will continue to QSL only in the
old-fashioned way.

As an interesting sideline: after the first week
I had 976 confirmations and, on checking,
around 20 of these were new confirmations
from stations who had previously never sent
QSL Cards. This includes a number of UK
stations.

What’s coming up?
There is a special reflector now running for
LoTW which seems to be dominated by
security issues and other political debate
rather than day-to-day good, bad, or
indifferent experiences from a wide spectrum
of users.

Well, quite apart from the expeditions
associated with the upcoming CQ WW CW
and ARRL 10m contests (I will be in 5U with
the Voodoo gang for CQ WW CW), there will
be some more good ones to look forward to,
the French effort from Europa being a
particular delicacy (curses, I will be in
Africa!). This hasn’t been activated in many
years, and will be much sought after,
especially on the WARC bands and LF.

E-Qsling is a can of worms. Some love it,
others hate it. Most, I suspect, don't know or
care about it. My personal view is that because
it is a private venture, few national societies
will support it – and so it will have limited
support. I don't have the time right now to
spend endless hours updating the various
requests for e-QSLs.

But the big one, of course, will be Peter Island
in January. This should have had a wellknown G operator, but unfortunately he had to
pull out. However, it’s a strong team and I’m
10

Awards
with thanks to John Dunnington, G3LZQ

5-Band CCC Awards
(not WARC Bands)
Award
number

500 Areas
Supreme

450 Areas
Class 1

400 (min
50/Band)
Class 2

300 (min 40)
Class 3

200 (min 30)
Class 4

1
2

G3TJW
G3GIQ

G3UML
UP1BZZ

K2SHZ
G4GIR

G3UML
K2SHZ

G8JR
K2SHZ

3

OK3EY

G4GIR

-

G3SWH

4
5

VK9NS
A92BE

I8SAT
G3TBK

G3TBK
CT3FT

6

G3UML

7
8
9
10
11

G4BWP
LY2ZZ
G3IFB
G3TBK
G3SJX

G3SJX
YU2OB
G3IFB

G3SWH

G3EZZ
G3SWH

WARC 5-Band CCC Endorsements
Award

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

300
Supreme

275
Class 1

250 (min 50)
Class 2

200 (min 40)
Class 3

150 (min 30)
Class 4

G3TBK
G4BWP

G3TBK
G3SWH
G4BWP

G3SWH
G3TBK
G4BWP

G3SWH
G3TBK
G3SJX
G4BWP

G3EZZ
G3SWH
G3TBK
G4BWP

30 Areas

160m 5-Band CCC Endorsements
Award

70 Areas

60 Areas

50 Areas

40 Areas

Number

Supreme

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

1
2
3
4
5

G4BWP

G4BWP

G4BWP

G4BWP

SM5HV/HK7
G3SJX
G3TBK
G4BWP
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Commonwealth Century Call Area Award
Award
Number

All Areas
Supreme

Date
Issued

1

G3AAE

?

2

G3NOF

?

3
4

G3GIQ
G3ZBA

12/07/95
21/12/96

5

G4LVQ

20/11/97

6
7

G3KYF
G3SJX

01/03/99
13/11/01

Award
Number

100 Areas
Standard

Date
Issued

1
2

G4STH
G3AAE

3

G4ADD

4

G3NOF

Computer records began when G4BWP took
over the Awards Programme in 1994. Early
records are limited, hence the lack of date
information and the odd question mark.
Sequential numbers for all certificates were used
irrespective of CCC Award classification.
Corrections or confirmations would be most
helpful to keep the database accurate.
Award
Number

100 Areas
Standard

Date
Issued

SUPREME-1 ?

41
42

SM7HV/HK7
VE3MS

20/06/94
09/07/94

43

AB4DU

16/07/94

SUPREME-2 ?

44

JE1VTZ

14/08/94

45

G4MVA

29/08/94

46

ON5KL

08/10/94

Comment

5

9H4G

6

G3IFB

7

GM3CIX

47

G3EZZ

09/11/94

8

GW4RHW

48

G0ARF

30/12/94

9

G0ANH

49

G3TBK

22/04/95

10
11

?
Y78SL

50
51

G4IUF
JA8XDM

09/09/95
17/11/95

12

CX4HS

52

G3KWK

14/10/95

13
14

DL3RK
GM3WIL

53
54

W4ZYT
G4XRX

06/01/96
13/01/96

15

UB4WZA

55

AA6WJ

28/02/96

16
17

G3VOF
K3FN

56
57

VK4SS
BRS10167

19/09/96
18/01/97

18

G3SJX

58

VU2SMN

19/02/97

19
20

G4OBK
ORS43992

59
60

KQ4WD
BRS47426

01/04/97
28/01/98

21

G4NXG/M

61

G2FSR

23/01/99

22

AA6VC

62

ONL7681

23/01/99

23

UA3-142-7453

63

G0EHO

05/10/99

24

G4IJW

64

G3LAS

28/12/99

25

UA3DRB

65

KT4BW

28/06/00

26

I8SAT

66

JA1CKE

03/01/01

27

G0AHC

67

DK7YY

10/01/01

28

KA4GYU

68

G4ZOY

20/03/01

29

G4ZYQ

69

VE7SMP

09/05/01

30

KA1LMR

70

G3HSL

09/05/01

31

SM0DJZ

71

GI4SNC

09/05/01

32

A92BE

72

G0TYV

13/11/01

33

G4KBX

73

GI3VAW

13/11/01

34

G0LRX

74

WC6DX

25/02/02

35

GM4XLU

Jul-93

75

VK2DPD

24/06/02

36

G3KYF

Jul-93

76

JH4BTI

24/07/03

37
38

G4BWP
UA9-154-1289

77

7M3ESJ

24/07/03

39

UA3-142-1925

40

KI6PG

Jul-88 ?

Jul-89

12/06/94
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Comment

ARRL ‘Logbook of the World’ goes live!
The long-awaited QSL-cardless ARRL awards
and contact credit system ‘Logbook of the
World’ (LoTW) officially opened for business
this week. Within its first five days of
operation, the system - which is open to all had already attracted more than 1000 requests
for a digital certificate, the essential pass key
to LoTW.

this process relies on your mailing address in
the FCC database, which must be current.
For non-US amateurs, authentication will rely
on other documentation, primarily a copy of
the participant's Amateur Radio license and
another official identifying document. Mail
these copies to ARRL, Logbook of the World
Administrator, 225 Main St, Newington, CT
06111, USA.

"Although Logbook of the World is a
tremendous resource for hams chasing DXCC,
VHF/UHF Century Club (VUCC), Worked
All States (WAS) and other awards, we hope
it will appeal to hams who are not currently
active in these awards programs," said ARRL
Chief Operating Officer Mark Wilson, K1RO.
"The proliferation of logging software has
stimulated activity and interest in contesting,
and submitting log data and verifying award
credits online is a logical next step."

Assuming everything goes smoothly, US
licensees requesting a digital certificate will
soon receive a postcard in the mail that
contains a password. "The first batch of
postcards has been mailed, and some people
have uploaded their passwords," Wilson said.
"Those will be checked, and the first batch of
digital certificates should be e-mailed to users
September 22."

Data integrity has been a watchword of the
LoTW since the project's conception, and that
starts with a digital certificate. Obtaining a
digital certificate involves a combination of
on-line filing and good old-fashioned snail
mail. The first step is to visit the ARRL
Logbook of the World Web page
<http://www.arrl.org/lotw>, download the
LoTW software and request a digital
certificate that ties the participant's identity to
a digital key.

Users then should go to the LoTW Web site
and enter the password to complete the
processing of their certificate request. Once
the password has been entered, the digital
certificate will be e-mailed within a working
day or two. Non-US stations will receive their
digital certificates via e-mail once their
documentation has been received at ARRL
Headquarters and authenticated.
Participants will use their digital certificates to
‘sign’ and upload either Amateur Data
Interchange Format (ADIF) or Cabrilloformatted files. Participants also may use their
primary digital certificates to obtain additional
certificates necessary to submit log data and
obtain award credit for contacts made under
formerly held callsigns.

"We will need to verify you are who you say
you are," ARRL Membership Services
Manager Wayne Mills, N7NG, explains. "The
security of the entire system depends heavily
on the method used for verifying the user's
identity." This first step is called
authentication. Everyone who plans to use
LoTW must first obtain a digital certificate.
There are no exceptions. For US amateurs,

At the heart of the Logbook of the World
concept will be a huge repository of log data
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ZL1CT/4

provided by operators - from individual DXers and contesters to major DX-peditions - and
maintained by ARRL. Mills says the system
will benefit big and little guns alike by
providing quick QSO credit for ARRLsponsored awards, especially DXCC.

[from Chris, GM3WOJ]

Stewart Island OC-203
11-15 January 2004
In January 2003 Steve Taylor, G4EDG, was
QRV from Stewart Island as ZL4/G4EDG,
making 750 QSOs mostly on 20m
CW. Stewart Island is one of the South Island
(OC-134) coastal islands, so has a separate
IOTA reference.

Obtaining a digital certificate and uploading
log data are free of charge. There will be a
per-QSO charge for each contact credit used,
but Mills expects it will be much less than the
typical costs involved with exchanging paper
QSL cards.

Many centuries ago the Maori came by canoe
to the island to harvest shellfish and mutton
birds. They named the island Rakiura (land of
the glowing skies). It is renowned for its
lingering sunsets in summer and the aurora in
winter. The (winter) population is about 350,
mostly in or near Oban in Halfmoon Bay.

When you use an LoTW confirmation for an
award credit, the fee will be added to your
account and shown in the user's record. The
user will be able to pay for these charges online using a credit card.
Mills' article, ‘Introducing Logbook of the
World,’ appears in the October issue of QST.
LoTW news and announcements will be
posted to the Logbook of the World website
<http://www.arrl.org/lotw/>.

I'm staying at the same radio-friendly B&B as
Steve did: Jo and Andy's B & B. I'm
travelling as a foot passenger on the one-hour
thrill-ride which is the catamaran of the
Foveaux Express!

Wilson commended ARRL Web and Software
Development Department Manager Jon
Bloom, KE3Z, and the other contributors to
the project ‘for their dedication and hard work
that made Logbook a reality’.

ZL1CT/4 will be QRV from about 0400 UTC
on 11 January 2004, until about 1000 UTC on
15 January 2004, on 40m and 20m CW/SSB
only.
Propagation software indicates that 40m may
not be good, so I may use 30m instead. The
set-up: TS-850SAT + AL-80 amp (400W o/p)
to 40m vertical with 2 elevated radials, or 20m
vertical. QSL
via
N3SL. Please
work
ZL1CT/4 as well as the 3YØ DXpedition.

[thanks to ARRL]
_____________________________________

Concorde RIP
24 October 2003
One of the saddest days
in the history of aviation
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Odds and Ends
.
3CØV

the kindness and friendship always given us
by the people of Annobón. We do not feel free
to share any additional details about what
happened in order to keep open the possibility
of future expeditions to Annobón. We hope
you understand the difficult and delicate
situation we went through. Nevertheless, we
do not abandon hope of reactivating 3CØ
when circumstances improve.

[thanks to GDXF and G3TXF]

Members of the 3CØV team are in good
health and safe at their respective homes. The
group has always operated with all the
necessary legal documents to carry out an
expedition to the Island of Annobón 2003. We
have licences of individual radio operators for
each member of the group, written
authorization
from
the
Minister
of
Transportation and Communications to visit
the island of Annobón for two weeks,
authorization from Malabo's Director General
of Customs to carry out a Special Temporary
Importation for the import and export of the
equipment necessary for our expedition. All
this information, and the authorizations given
by the Equatorial Guinea authorities to carry
out our expedition, can be seen at our website
www.tabarca.es.mn.

A heartfelt thanks for your support 73, ELMO
team leader 3CØV 2003
_____________________________________
WRTC 2006 to be held in Brazil
[with thanks to G3SXW]
The World Radiosport Team Championship
Sanctioning Committee, LABRE, Liga de
Amadores de Radio Emissão, and the GADX
Araucaria DX Group are pleased to announce
the next WRTC competition in 2006 in Brazil.

During our stay on the island the military
authorities interrupted our mission frequently,
in spite of the fact that we had in our
possession all neccesary permits. During our
first week there, we negotiated several times
with the military authorities without success.
On October 3 at 1000 GMT the military
authorities ordered us to stop all transmissions
and disassemble all antennas, and we were
expelled from the island in a Russian cargo
plane. We were sent to Malabo with four
hours notice. Unfortunately we could not save
most of our photographic material. We only
managed to salvage a few photos.

Following in the footsteps of previous WRTC
competitions held in Seattle, San Francisco,
Slovenia, and Finland, the WRTC showcases
amateur radio competition at the highest level.
The competitors are among the best operators
in the world in this ham radio Olympic-type
event.
The previous WRTC competitions have
demonstrated the high degree of friendship in
ham radio activity, together with an enormous
sense of ethical competitiveness.

On October 6 two of our operators obtained
authorization to leave Malabo. The rest had to
remain in the capital to resolve bureaucratic
formalities. On October 10 EA5BYP and
EA5YN left Equatorial Guinea. We deeply
regret not having been able to fulfil the
objectives of this expedition, and are very
grateful for the help given us by the
associations, clubs and individuals, as well as

The competition will be in Florianopolis,
capital of Santa Catarina State in Southern
Brazil in July, 2006.
This event is open to everyone, competitor
and spectator alike. Everyone is invited to
attend the WRTC 2006.
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Clipperton DX Club

J8

To M. Yannick Delatouche, F6JYD
President, Clipperton DX Club

[from G3TBK]
I will be QRV from Saint Vincent, using my
J88DR call from 15/11 to 19/11/03, then again
from 27/11 to 7/12/03, dates inclusive, taking
in CQ WW CW.

Congratulations and fraternal greetings from
the members of CDXC, the Chiltern DX Club
and UK DX Foundation. We hope that your
25th Anniversary celebrations at your Jubilee
Convention are a great success.

I will certainly be operating on all bands 3.5 to
28 MHz. and also hope to get on Top Band for
the first time from J8. I will be using the IC706, R6000 vertical and dipoles, from my
usual QTH high above the beach, with the sea
on three sides.

We strongly support your objectives of
promoting and supporting amateur radio DXpeditions throughout the world.
John Butcher, G3LAS, Chairman
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG, President

I will normally operate CW as usual, but will
be on SSB around 14.140 MHz at 2200z each
night for skeds with home and to look for any
M3s or ‘first timers’ - not that this will interest
most members of CDXC!

_____________________________________
FR/E
The Europa Island 2003 team has opened up
their webpage at

Over the last few years I have made over 30K
QSOs from J8, but amazingly I still seem to
cause pile-ups. Guess there must be new
DXers appearing all the time.

http://europa2003.free.fr
They plan to be operational from Europa
November 22 - December 5. Operators
include F5OGL, F5JKK, TR8SA, F5IRO,
F5CW, F5PHW, F5KIN and FØCRS. They
plan **three** stations and activity on CW,
SSB, digital, HF and 6M. They are looking
for donations and suggest you send them to:

QSLs either direct or via the RSGB Bureau to
my home call, G3TBK.
_____________________________________
HC8
[from G4IUF]

Didier Senmartin, F5OGL
Boite postale 7
53320 Loiron
FRANCE

I will be back in HC8 from December 15th
2003 until January 11th 2004. Same callsign,
G4IUF/HC8, and activity as last year - with a
better LF antenna (providing I can get the
traps). Hope to get at least some 160m QSOs
this year.

or
Bank Name: Credit Agricole
No IBAN:

73 Mike G4IUF

FR76 1790 6001 1274 2030 0200 124
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General Topics
_________________________________________________________________________________

Ham Fair in Tokyo, Transit in Guam and V63, Yap and Falalop
Roger Western, G3SXW, and Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF

Ham Fair in Tokyo

caused a small puddle on the floor about two
inches in diameter. A couple of minutes later a
passing security guard spotted this puddle and
radio-ed it in. He stood over it - until in less
than a minute a yellow plastic sign was
erected over the blemish. One minute later a
lady arrived with a bucket, mop and various
cleaning and drying implements. She worked
for several minutes until the floor was dry and
polished clean. I couldn’t help thinking that
the reaction in a European airport may have
been somewhat less vigorous.

G3SXW

The last weekend in August each year sees the
‘Tokyo Ham Fair’. This equates to Dayton
(USA) and Friedrichshafen (Germany), with
some 20,000+ hams attending. Neither Nigel,
G3TXF, nor I had ever been to this event, and
we were vaguely thinking of a CW trip out to
the western Pacific, so we decided to
investigate whether a visit could be bolted
together. In the end this put some shape on our
DX-pedition aspirations: we travelled to
Tokyo for this ‘Ham Fair’ weekend and then
operated in Guam (KH2) and Micronesia
(V6).

The large bus transferring us to the hotel was
new and shiny. There were only four
passengers. We watched the driver as he
proceeded down the middle lane of the
motorway. He matched exactly the speed limit
of 100 km/h the whole way, except at one
point when he dropped the speed to precisely
90 km/h for about five minutes. We concluded
that he must have passed a marker and was
running a few seconds ahead of schedule. He
too was wearing immaculate white gloves, as
were the baggage handlers.

To Japan
London to Tokyo non-stop is a long flight!
We flew north of Russia, over the Barents Sea
and then turned south, not overflying Chinese
airspace. We arrived on an overnight flight on
the Saturday morning of the Ham Fair. The
first thing we noticed about Japan was the
immaculate dress of all the airport employees.
Customs officials were wearing crisp, white
gloves and shirts ironed with razor-sharp
creases. They were also extremely efficient
and extremely polite. In fact, throughout this
article describing our visit to Japan, you might
come across the word ‘extremely’ quite a few
times.

Welcome
We checked into the Tokyo Bay Ariake
Washington Hotel, a few yards walk from the
exhibition area. On meeting up downstairs
after depositing our luggage in the bedrooms,
there was only one topic of conversation: the
electronic loos. Amazing creations! The first
time it is a little disconcerting, seeing as the
flushing mechanism is pre-set to activate at
regular intervals and also, of course, you are

We had been told that our transfer bus to the
hotel would take 65 minutes. This turned out
to be the case. Not 64 and not 66. Whilst
waiting for the bus we noticed a passenger
accidentally drop a bottle of water, which
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expected to set the seat temperature before
commencing operations.

A focus of attention for us was the stand of the
Nancyatte DX Club, where we were
welcomed and provided with a Club T-shirt
and a cold beer. There was also a lecture
programme - but of course this was in
Japanese, except for the ‘LogBook of the
World’ presentation by N7NG.

Naturally, we had been in touch with several
JA friends to let them know we were coming,
including JE1CKA, JE1JKL, JP1NWZ and
JA1NUT. Tokyo is in the first call area (JA1),
so most of the attendees at this Fair were
‘Ones’. We also decided to get in touch with
Watt, JAØDAI, as being by far the most
prolific JA DX-er in our opinion; we had
worked Watt on so many different DXpeditions and on so many different bands. We
had already decided that he must live
permanently in the shack and never sleep.

Evening Celebrations
Before we knew it we were whisked off as
guests of the JARL (the equivalent of RSGB)
to their welcoming cocktail party. This
consisted of several formal speeches, followed
by a sumptuous buffet, with lots of delicious
suchi. Each of the foreign guests was invited
in turn to say a few words into the
microphone. Also present were N7NG of
ARRL, Miranda, VP6MW, and Rich,
9M2/G4ZFE.

And so it was that JAØDAI met us at the
hotel. There was no difficulty in finding each
other: he spotted our ski-bag containing the
vertical antennas! He spoke good English,
which was very much appreciated. My
Japanese is somewhat limited: ‘Arigato’ and
‘Sayonara’ are about as far as I can get
[‘Thank you’ and ‘Goodbye’].

Then Watt escorted us to another nearby
building for a gathering of DX-ers. Again,
there were some brief speeches and then
another sumptuous buffet. This was
accompanied by free-flowing beer and several
choruses of ‘Kampai’, which I took to mean
‘Bottoms Up’. Much to my delight I also
discovered that sake is not one drink but,
similar to wine, comes in a very wide range of
flavours, according to the region. I didn’t try
all those on offer, but managed to force down
a good selection!

The Ham Fair
At Ariake there is a massive exhibition facility
consisting of several separate suites of halls.
Inside ‘Ham Fair 2003’ we found, to our
surprise, that most exhibits were local clubs or
individuals selling second-hand gear (as in
Dayton’s flea market). Of course, all the
major manufacturers were there, as you would
expect, especially as they are all Japanese
companies! But their exhibits were all rather
smaller than one might expect and much
smaller than would be seen at Dayton or
Friedrichshafen.

Both Nigel and I much appreciated the
hospitality we were shown that evening. It
was wonderful to meet for the first time so
many callsigns we recognised from the DX
pile-ups and to put faces to the calls. We had
been asked to provide a presentation of our
DX-ploits. Nigel had prepared a super
PowerPoint presentation and I took along the
new XT2DX video. Unfortunately the PA
system was simply not man enough to cope
with the background hubbub of 100-200 DXers enjoying their beer!

Also, we noticed that few people were
actually buying anything. Usually at ham fairs
you see folks hauling away boxes of goodies.
Not here. We saw almost noone taking home
any purchases. I couldn’t help feeling that
there was a lot about Japan that I did not
understand.
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First Impressions

We appreciated it very much and look forward
to a longer visit one day soon.

I really had little chance to experience what
Japan has to offer on this brief visit, a mere 48
hours spent in one locality. All I can describe
is first impressions, as they hit me. This
cannot, in any way, be representative - but
nonetheless they may prove interesting to
recount.

_____________________________________

Transit in Guam (KH2)

G3SXW

Nigel, G3TXF, and I were putting together a
trip to Micronesia, V6. We had also hankered
after attending the big Ham Fair in Tokyo,
which neither of us had been to before. So, we
had the beginnings of an outline itinerary.

The thing that struck me most was
‘uniformity’. Everyone looked, walked and
behaved the same. Of course, this is an
exaggeration, but I got a strong sense of
conformity. Another thing I noticed, in that
locality at least, was a lack of colour –
everything was in pastel shades. There was
almost no advertising, no posters. Even the
café we used to get a quick sandwich had no
sign outside.

Micronesia is some 2,000 miles wide and to
benefit from the best propagation to Europe
(avoiding the auroral zone) you need to stay as
far West as possible. This meant staying on
Yap Island.
Nigel is a past master at discovering the best
airline connections. We needed a route from
Tokyo to Yap and this was provided by the
airline ‘Continental Micronesia’, flying
Tokyo-Guam-Yap-Guam-Tokyo.

Everyone is immaculately polite. In one
restaurant someone knocked over a glass of
Coca Cola. Instantly two to three waiters
escorted us to a clean table, cleared the mess
and replaced the (nearly empty) beverage. The
food was the equivalent of ‘nouveau cuisine’
– small portions, delicately presented.

While rather hastily putting together the plan
(we departed within less than three weeks of
deciding to go), we already had enough on our
plates to get the V6 DX-pedition set up
successfully and to dovetail the Tokyo Ham
Fair, so at first we gave little thought to KH2.
It was merely a place where we would change
planes, and besides: it was not particularly
rare on the HF bands.

But let me emphasise again that these were
first impressions, gained over a mere 48
hours. Much more time would be needed to be
able to present a rounded picture of Japan.
Suffice to say that I quickly sensed a very
different life-style, perhaps with very different
sets of values. It could be that suppressed
individualism leads to a more ordered society,
or perhaps the other way around.

But after we had the JA and V6 plans in place,
and realising that our transit in Guam was an
enforced 36 hours, we said, ‘What the heck?’.
We may as well operate from KH2 while we
are there. The fact is that, when it comes down
to it, we are not normal tourists – we are not
very interested in the things which attract
‘normal’ tourists and instead look to making
CW contacts on the bands as our form of
tourism.

But in the world of amateur radio we are all in
one big club. Particularly when a group of
DX-ers gets together, there is camaraderie and
boisterous good fun, sharing of experiences,
mutual respect and a meeting of cultures.
Thank you JARL, Watt/JAØDAI and the
Nancyatte DX Club for your warm hospitality.
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KH2 licences

It was our bad luck to land at Guam airport at
the same time as two other Jumbo jets and the
queue at immigration was horrendous. We
stood in line for an hour, then reached the
magic yellow line - whereupon my
immigration officer disappeared for a tenminute rest break. Sod’s law!

Guam belongs to the USA. And only recently
the USA joined CEPT. Ho-ho! We could
operate from KH2 without going through the
tiresome procedure of obtaining a local
licence.
And so we did. We just showed up and
operated. We do love CEPT! In fact, many
countries have CEPT agreements these days
and many of their colonial possessions are
also covered. It could be that there are all sorts
of rare and semi-rare (DXCC-wise) countries
where you need no licensing formalities at all.
Our trip to ZL7 (September 2001) is a case in
point.

In the arrivals area there was, surprisingly, no
hotel desk or tourist information desk, so we
took a taxi downtown (note my American
speak) to the Tourist Bureau in Tumon. They
were great. We asked for a hotel on the west
coast, right beside the sea and away from the
main town. So they pointed us at the ‘Inn on
the Bay Hotel’. Our waiting taxi was happy to
take us there, about a 20-minute drive, just
past a US naval base and their show
submarine, the USS Atlantis. This was all
fine, except that the taxi charged us $70 (£45).
Had we been better organised, we would have
found out that the hotel had a free airport
transfer service!

This may be an angle worth investigating.
After all, licensing is one of the impediments
to putting together a DX-pedition, so if it is
not required, then this is one task which
becomes redundant. Someone with the spare
time on his hands could undertake
investigations and produce a list of DXCC
entities (as opposed to countries) where CEPT
works. Not all overseas territories are covered;
for example, we had to obtain licences in FWland, even though France is a member of
CEPT. Of course, this refers only to the
transmitting licence. Many rare spots on the
globe require you to gain approval just for
visiting.

Setting up
Before the taxi had even left us at the hotel, I
had dashed in to take a quick look around and
was almost gobsmacked at what I saw. The
location was absolutely ideal for our vertical
antennas to be set up right beside the salt
water. I gave Nigel a big thumbs-up and we
checked in. It was late afternoon and it was
very sweaty. As it turned out, we were there in
rainy season and they routinely experience
heavy rainfall every late afternoon and early
evening. Halfway through erecting the
antennas the heavens opened.

Finding a QTH
We soon realised that Guam is a tourist resort,
particularly popular with the Japanese, and
that there are lots and lots of hotels. So we
were under no pressure to fix hotel
accommodation in advance. Instead, we just
arrived and took it from there. It’s sometimes
quite difficult to pick a hotel location which
has a good take-off to Europe – seldom do
websites include information about space for
antennas right beside a north-facing beach!

We couldn’t get rooms side by side, but both
were on the ocean-facing side, which was
important for coax-runs. With only an hour or
so to go before sunset, we got to work to erect
the two verticals. As it happens, the strip of
grass between the hotel and the seashore
where we were going to mount our verticals,
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about 15’ wide, was well lit at night, so this
was not a problem.

pile-ups, but that was exactly what we got!
Within just 30 hours we made 2,200 contacts
on all bands, 80 to 12m, signing KH2/G3TXF
and KH2/G3SXW:

We were able to stand the two verticals about
150’ apart, good for avoiding inter-station
interference, right on a lip where the lagoon
lapped. The tide dropped only a couple of feet
and the beach that appeared was only a few
feet wide, so we were transmitting right beside
salt water nearly the whole time. This was
really ideal, and we had a clear take-off from
south round to nearly north, via west:
excellent for Europe.

Band 80
QSOs 22
Total

40
30 20 17
15
12
300 562 400 637 278 1

2,200

As is our usual way of operating, Nigel
(KH2/G3TXF) did all the WARC band
activity and Roger (KH2/G3SXW) did the
‘traditional’ bands. With the low sunspots we
found that the higher bands (12/10m) were a
wash-out and at this time of year (August) the
low bands were similarly useless, so activity
was concentrated on the five bands 40-15m.
All of those 22 contacts on 80m were with
JA/Far East stations, except for one with
XQ6ET. QSL cards were printed and were all
despatched for this operation within three
weeks of getting home. This includes quite a
few requested by e-mail, to be sent via the
Bureau. A new syndrome here is that quite a
few e-mail servers reject my messages as
possible spam, so I have no way of confirming
to some DX-ers that their card is wending its
way to them through the slow Bureau system.

We were quickly joined by a couple of curious
Americans who were staying at the hotel.
They were contractors at the naval base and
knew all about CB radio, so of course they
became our lifelong buddies.
Rare?
As our old friend Hugh Cassidy used to say in
the ‘West Coast DX Bulletin’: “Everything is
relative, but some things are more so”. Think
about it. Is KH2 rare (in Europe, on CW)? My
own answer would be that it is about the least
rare of all the Pacific islands, along with KH6.
After all, it is only a stone’s throw east of the
Far East (the Philippines etc.), so it is a good
path to Europe and it is a US possession with
all the tourist facilities. It has been activated
by many expeditions and big contest efforts,
not to mention by permanent residents.

Five-Enn-Enn
So here we have proof yet again, as if it were
needed, that pile-ups can be generated from
even semi-rare (DXCC-wise) locations. The
pile-ups that we enjoyed were not enormous
and they undoubtedly did not address the
rarified needs of the Honour Roll chasers, but
nonetheless they were quite substantial.

That is why at first we did not pay it much
attention when putting together our itinerary.
Our single-minded intention is to travel to and
operate from places that have pile-up
potential, the bigger the better. But even if it
were to be a day of playing around on the
bands, then why not? We were there in transit
anyway and making a few QSOs beats being a
normal tourist!

How big is a pile-up? The number of stations
calling, width of pile-up, strength of signals,
the rarity of the DX station – all these factors
may be taken into account. What is often
forgotten is the length of pile-up expressed in
number of days. From GJ or LX the pile-up
may die after 2-3 days. Our trip to Guam was

So we got set up and started operating with
low expectations. We did not expect large
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so short, less than two days, so we can’t prove
this hypothesis except to say that for the first
day or two the pile-ups were large.

floor. Then folks sometimes say, “You have
great ears, I must have been S3 at best”. The
fact is that with no hash to contend with, all
signals can be copied much more easily.

If you operate Five-Enn-Enn-style with a
slightly odd callsign you will generate a pileup which may last at least a day or two. It’s
almost as if (and maybe it is) there is a small
number of a few hundred DX-ers out there,
say, who want to work any new, slightly odd,
slightly rare callsign and who enjoy joining in
the thrill of the DX pile-up chase. So you can
raise such a pile-up for a day or two from
literally any unusual callsign, even from
unrare countries. We have even noticed this
when operating with special event prefixes
from the UK.

This is really a comment about the sad state of
affairs at home. Gradually over the years the
level of man-made noise has increased.
Someone returning to the hobby after a break
of twenty years is shocked by it. Those who
operate regularly simply ‘get used to it’ over
time. There are just so many sources of
electronic pollution around us these days,
from dimmer switches and energy-saving light
bulbs to computers and microprocessors in
just about every corner of the house. My fear
of PLT is that it will creep up on us over time.
In five years time we will all have learned to
‘live with’ S9+ noise. The short wave bands
are already dramatically harder to use these
days than even a few years ago and we are
reminded of this each time we operate from a
remote location which is electrically quiet.

Pins Dropping
When operating temporarily from an untested
location, you never know how electrically
quiet – or noisy - it may be until you have set
up the antenna and station and listened on the
bands. When planning a large operation, a
recce to check this out, amongst other things,
is to be highly recommended.

The location at Guam was moderately quiet.
Not quite ‘pin-dropping’ quality, but a big
improvement on what I have at home. Next
time you have the chance to visit a radio
amateur in a rural area, take the opportunity to
remind yourself how quiet the bands used to
be.

The rule of thumb is that the denser the
population, the more man-made noise there
will be. I’m really referring here to the
general, ambient noise level not caused by any
one source. Single-source noises can be very
bothersome. For example, at XT2DX the
elevator gives off shocking electronic hash.
And at V63SXW my radials could not be
stretched out in one direction because they
came too close to local power lines. Any
power line gives off horrendous hash for a few
feet either side.

About Guam
It’s about 50 miles long, orientated N-S, but
the northern part is off-limits, seeing as it is a
US military area (Andersen Air Force Base).
It feels entirely like being in the USA, except
that pretty well all the tourists are from Japan
and many local residents are Philippino. The
indigenous folk are quite dark-skinned. They
speak English.

By far the more common experience is to find
that the DX-pedition location is super-quiet
compared to what most of us have at home.
You’ll hear stories of DX-peditioners thinking
that their antenna is disconnected because they
can hear nothing but the hiss of the receiver

Guam is located at 14 degrees N of the
equator and 145 E. It lies about 1,000 miles
due east of the Philippines and 1,800 miles
south of Tokyo.
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The airport is really big, with the capacity for
about 20 boarding gates. You need to go
through US immigration formalities and
typical US-style security checks. We had to
remove our shoes for separate screening and
they were wiping all our equipment very
carefully with a pad that was then passed
through an analyser, presumably checking for
explosives.

Although these calls are quite long, using
easily recognisable suffixes definitely reduces
the amount of time-wasting with ‘QSL via?’
queries.
With
the
Micronesian
government
administration being in a USA-like mind-set,
there was no charge for the licences.
Micronesia (V6) used to be KC6 (East)
whereas KC6 (West) became T88-Palau; the
East and West Caroline Islands have always
been two DXCC countries, both when they
were US colonies (KC6) and since their
independence.

The food is a mixture of oriental, Pacific
Ocean and American. We enjoyed a great
Chinese meal, but noted that we were the last
customers at 9.30pm. Most things shut down
earlier in the USA than in Europe. The checkin lady at the hotel was Japanese, with much
head-bowing in evidence.

Why Yap?
There are four states in Micronesia : Yap,
Truk, Pohnpei and Kosrae. But why Yap?
Roger, G3SXW, had taken a close look at the
Great Circle map and realised that propagation
from Yap (the most westerly of the four
states) could be significantly better to
western Europe than from the other states. We
believe this turned out to be the case because
there were excellent openings to western EU
on both 40m and 30m.

It’s a lively place. It could even be a great
tourist destination – but we wouldn’t really
know about that!
_____________________________________

V63: Yap and Falalop

G3TXF

The planning for the recent V63SXWV63TXF operation from Micronesia was done
in less than three weeks prior to departure.
Originally we had mulled over the possibility
of attending the Ham Fair in Tokyo, and it
seemed daft to go so far and not get on the air
from somewhere vaguely interesting. Looking
at the map, Micronesia seemed like a good
place, being a country made up of small
islands scattered across 2,500 miles of ocean.

Where to stay on Yap?
Having researched the Internet before
departing, we came to the conclusion that
despite Yap being the main island of the area,
there was no accommodation which looked
immediately ideal for operating with a clear
sea take-off to the North and NW for Europe.
We therefore arrived on Yap with no
accommodation booked. Our plan was to take
a taxi ride around the island and look for the
most suitable site/hotel. This we did.

The Licences
The V63 licences were one of the easiest ever
(for a non-CEPT country). Roger G3SXW
soon found the details of whom to contact at
the Ministry of Communications in Pohnpei
(the capital of Micronesia). After exchanging
a couple of e-mails, one fax and making just
one phone call, the callsigns V63SXW and
V63TXF were issued for use in Yap State.

We inspected several locations from the
outside, but none of them looked ideal. We
specifically drove to the most northerly part of
the island, hoping against hope that there'd be
something suitable. There was some really
primitive-looking accommodation available at
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the top end of the island, but it would not have
provided the basic operating comforts that
G3SXW and G3TXF have come accustomed
to over the years. So we returned to one of the
hotels in town which, although it was not
positioned directly on the sea, was sitting at
the edge of a salt-water lagoon with a water
take-off to both EU, JA and to the USA.

an unknown. It was thus that V63TXF packed
up early on Friday morning in order to make
the 100-mile journey across to Falalop (OC078) to operate as V63TXF/P, leaving
V63SXW running huge CW pile-ups with
both Europe and the USA on the HF bands
from Yap (OC-012).
QSY to Falalop (OC-078)

Operating from Yap (OC-012)
Pacific Missionary Aviation (PMA) run
regular twin-engined Beechcraft flights to
several islands from Yap including Falalop,
the main island in Ulithi Atoll. The flight was
an adventure in itself. Everything and
everybody was weighed. This included the
few other passengers who were mostly
wearing just loin clothes. The weather was
marginal on the flight out to Falalop. At one
point the pilot had said they might be staying
in Yap until the following day, but in the
event we made the flight. Falalop has a
3,400ft runway which traverses the entire
island. The runway was built during WWII
when Falalop acted as a major supply station
prior to US forces heading towards Japan.

As this was to be a relatively low-key
operation we had not taken any linears, but
just two HF rigs and two verticals. We stuck
to the by now familiar pattern whereby Roger,
G3SXW, takes on the brunt of the heavy-duty
pile-ups on the main HF bands with Nigel,
G3TXF, attempting to completely work out
the three WARC bands. All operations are
CW only.
Having checked into our chosen hotel (the
ESA Bay View) we set about installing the
two vertical antennas. Space around the hotel
was quite limited, but the small garden at the
rare of the hotel was itself on stilts over the
salt-water lagoon. Our radials were therefore
really close to, or in the case of the WARC
vertical, actually straddling right over the saltwater.

QRV from Falalop (OC-078)
Small islands can either be ‘dream QTHs or
‘nightmare QTHs’, depending entirely on the
direction of your sea take-off. Although we
had struck it lucky (in the end) on Yap, this
was not to be the case on Falalop. The
orientation of the beach in front of the one
hotel on Falalop was towards the South-West,
which made working Europe towards the
North-West difficult and working the USA
towards the East nigh impossible.

We quickly fell into the regular operating
pattern of being on the air all night and going
to sleep an hour or so after dawn, and then
waking up in time for a late lunch at about
1pm local. This meant that we were QRV
until about 2100z and started up again at about
0400z, maximising our chances of working
Europe.
The original plan had been for us both to
travel from Yap to Falalop island (OC-078,
which is quite rare for IOTA). However once
we had got settled into Yap with a good takeoff for Europe, it seemed daft that we should
both make the journey to Falalop where the
exact location of the operating QTH was still

Don't be deceived by those pictures of lush
palm trees on desert islands. Water-laden
foliage is extremely resistive to radio signals.
The only take-off on small islands which is
usually any good is the direct sea take-off
perpendicular to the run of the beach.
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The operating pattern on Falalop was similar
to that on Yap. V63TXF/P started up at about
0400z on Friday, 29 August, and worked
through each of three nights until about two
hours after dawn (2200z) then slept for a few
hours before starting up at around midday
local time (0300z).

onto the aircraft (as well as two helpers) and
the plane then whizzed off down the runway
taking us all back to Yap. It did occur to me
that no-one had weighed our three last-minute
passengers, two of whom were decidedly
heavy! Nevertheless the Beechcraft took us
comfortably and safely back to Yap, where an
ambulance was waiting to collect our three
last-minute passengers.

Because G3TXF was travelling with only a
WARC band vertical, the operation from
Falalop was not only CW-only (relatively rare
for an IOTA-operation!), but also it was only
on the WARC bands. Nevertheless 3,100
QSOs were made from OC-078 with 63%
being with Europe.

Finishing up on Yap
After arriving back in Yap in the early
afternoon on Monday, it didn't take long to
unpack the station and set up the antenna (for
the fourth time on the trip: KH2-V63-V63/P
and then V63 again!) and get V63TXF back
on the air for the last couple of days from
Yap.

It's a small world on Falalop. The owner of
the small hotel recalled two previous
operations from there, including the US Coast
Station KC6CG in the late 50's. Since KC6CG
in the 50s there had been just two other
operations from Ulithi Atoll, with V63TXF/P
being the fourth.

However, as it was G3SXW's birthday we
decided to make an exception to our usual
routine by not eating in the small restaurant
just next to the hotel. Instead we were to have
a celebratory dinner in the best restaurant on
Yap. This we duly did. However as the local
tourist industry has all but disintegrated,
G3SXW and G3TXF were virtually the only
two diners in the restaurant that evening. Once
dinner was over it was back to our hotel and to
the shack for some more CW QSOs from
V63SXW and V63TXF. In total 10,800
CW QSOs were made from V63, with EU
accounting for 65%, Asia 23% and North
America 11%.

Journey back to Yap
The primary purpose of the PMA flights is to
provide support to the local community. The
flight back from Falalop to Yap graphically
illustrated this. Just as we were boarding
(having been methodically weighed again),
word came that someone had just been taken
ill and required urgent medical evacuation to
the hospital on Yap. A local girl with severe
respiratory problems was quickly bundled

16,100 CW QSOs made during G3SXW and G3TXF's trip to KH2 and V63
Band
KH2/G3SXW
KH2/G3TXF
V63SXW
V63TXF
V63TXF/p
Combined

80m
Guam
Guam
Yap
Yap
Falalop

40m
22

212
234

300
1,622
1,922

30m
-

20m

17m

1,130
1,368

400
3,643
-

1,928
1,355

278
2,117
-

3,060

4,043

3,920

2,395

562

25

-

15m

637

12m

10m

-

Total
0

1

-

42
377

-

-

420

106

1,000
1,200
7,700
3,100
3,100

106

16,100

Yasme makes her final port of call
Danny Weil of San Antonio, TX, was born on
January 14, 1918, in a suburb of London,
England. He was descended from many
generations of watchmakers and was
apprenticed in the trade of watchmaking.
Later he earned a Degree in Mechanical
Engineering and Navigation. His father, Jack
Weil, was killed during World War II in the
London Blitz.

radio ‘hams’. His voyage was integral in
setting up ham radio stations on remote
islands and the expedition was monitored by
over 100,000 amateur radio enthusiasts around
the world. He is remembered by most ‘hams’
as ‘the first DX-peditioner.’ Danny was
known as an adventurer who had a dry sense
of humor which was characteristic to the
British, but his heart was warm and his loyalty
as a friend was unparalleled. He was preceded
in death by his wife Naomi Weil and his
mother Christine Eckels.

Danny joined the Royal Air Force at the age
of 17 and in the ten years he served, he was
stationed in Ceylon, India, Norway and
Stalingrad. Danny left England in 1954 in a
boat he made by himself in order to travel the
world alone after being inspired when he read
the book ‘Kon Tiki’ in1947 .In 1963, after 9
years, three boats and travels to the Atlantic,
the Caribbean and the Pacific Islands, Danny
completed his round-the-world voyage.
Needing a means of communication, he taught
himself Morse Code, radio theory and
obtained a British Amateur radio license.

Danny is survived by his close-knit and
extended family of friends: Dan and Barbara
McLhany of Fair Oaks, Bonnie and Billy
Henderson of San Antonio and all of the
employees at Towne North Animal Hospital.
I am really saddened by this. He was my hero
back in the early 60's with his efforts and
tales. He was quite a guy and I did have the
pleasure of a fairly lengthy chat with him
once. May he rest in peace!

Sailing single-handedly around the world was
a trip he volunteered to undertake on behalf of

Dean

[Thanks to KØHB]

______________________________________________________________
CDXC 2003 Challenge
Position
1
2
3=
4=
4=
5=
5=
5=
5=
6=
6=
6=
6=

Callsign
G3NUG
G3LAS
MØBJL
G3SWH
GU4YOX
G3ZAY
M3SDE
MØDXR
G3AB
G3VXT
G3RSD
GØPSE
GW3JXN
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Recruits
20
19
5
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Seychelles & Mayotte DX-pedition, September 2003
John Warburton, G4IRN (S79IRN and FH/G4IRN)

Preparations

hams prior to that) had stayed. That made
things easy for me and after finding the
establishments on the Internet, I made the
reservations.

Following my previous year’s DX-pedition to
The Gambia, I was looking for something
more challenging for this trip. After lots of
deliberation, about nine months before
departure my mind settled on Mayotte in the
Indian Ocean. It has the advantage of being a
French offshoot, French-speaking (I speak a
‘un peu’ myself) and the currency is the Euro,
but most importantly it falls under the CEPT
agreement, meaning that I could use my own
UK callsign prefixed by FH/. A quick chat
with Roger, G3SXW, who had visited
Mayotte in 1998 with Nigel, G3TXF, and I
was convinced this was a feasible project.

With the flights and accommodation all
booked and by now the S7 licence applied for,
I had to clear the trip with my XYL, Janet.
This is, of course, one of the most challenging
aspects of a DX-pedition and needed to be
carefully planned and thought out. This was
particularly so, as I had mentioned after my
previous DX-pedition that the next one would
be ten days. I had just booked a trip for 15
days! Fortunately for me, I got away with this
by treating Janet to a long weekend in Jersey
with her friend. In the interests of maintaining
a happy marriage, I refrained from suggesting
that if she waited until I got back from
Mayotte, I could go with her and run a mini
DX-pedition operating from GJ!

I then started looking at potential travel dates.
My investigations found that the only easy air
transport into Mayotte from Europe is via
Réunion or the Seychelles (Mahé Island). For
some unknown reason my first choice of date
for travel to Mayotte, the first week of
September, was completely booked up on
both routes (and this was over 6 months in
advance!). Knowing that obtaining a licence
for the Seychelles is relatively easy so far in
advance, I went for the Seychelles route and
managed to book BA to the Seychelles [SEZ]
and Air Seychelles to Mayotte [DZA] as
follows:
12/09/03
16/09/03
23/09/03
27/09/03

g4irn@ntlworld.com

The trip approved, I started to think about
equipment. The antenna is a key component
on a DX-pedition and travelling alone brings
headaches with weight and manageability.
Roger, G3SXW, kindly lent me a Cushcraft
R7000 and assured me that it could be put up
by one person, however I felt uneasy about it.
It seemed a bit too top heavy for me so I
looked at alternatives. The SteppIR vertical
covering 40 to 6m seemed to provide the
answer, so I placed an order for one three
months before departure.

LHR - SEZ (arr next day)
SEZ - DZA
DZA - SEZ
SEZ - LHR (arr next day)

After a period of increasing unease, the
antenna thankfully arrived just two days
before departure. I should point out that the
UK distributor for this product was excellent
and was in constant contact; he got it to me as
soon as it arrived in the UK, however it has to
be said that the manufacturer was rather slow.

Whilst booking the flights, I had also been
juggling with accommodation bookings.
Roger had recommended hotels on both Mahé
and Mayotte at which he and Nigel (and other
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Fortunately the two days, although shorter
than I hoped for, was long enough to set the
antenna up in the garden and get used to the
controls.

provided an opportunity to stretch the legs and
text a message back home. The arrival in
Seychelles was a bit more difficult with a full
search of the bags, an explanation of amateur
radio, a denial of any involvement in
commercial or government operations etc. The
issue was escalated to a more senior officer
who was quite happy to view my S7 licence
and wave me through. Fortunately I obtained
the licence in advance rather than arrange to
collect it on arrival.

Having invested fairly heavily in transport and
accommodation costs, I really didn’t want to
be let down by either lost baggage or
equipment failure. For that reason, in my
packing list I doubled up on all the major
pieces of equipment: two switched-mode
PSUs, Kenwood TS-50S and Yaesu FT-857
transceivers, Stepp BigIR Vertical plus a
doublet antenna and ATU. I really didn’t want
to take any risks; indeed no similar items were
in the same bag. I could lose any one bag or
have any item fail and still get on the air. The
only disadvantage to this was the weight and
potential excess-luggage implications.

I arrived at the North Point Guest House on
Mahé in the rain and erected the antenna (in
fact it rained constantly in The Seychelles).
The location was a couple of hundred feet
above the sea with clear views from the west
to the north west and then tree-interrupted
views from the north west to the east. The
antenna was erected on a mound behind my
chalet with twelve 10-metre radials.

The last minute packing of the SteppIR
antenna forced a change of plan because it
wouldn’t fit into the ski bag set aside for it.
Fortunately, my windsurfing sail bag,
although too big, provided the solution. In fact
I managed to get all the cables, a PSU,
antenna controller and various other bits into
it. My suitcase held a PSU, transceiver and
backup antenna and then my hand luggage, a
small rucksack, containing laptop and
transceiver.

I set up the FT-857 (which only had a dozen
QSOs under its belt) only to find that the shaft
of one of the front-panel knobs had broken in
transit. I was rather annoyed about this, to say
the least. I had molly-cuddled the transceiver
in my hand luggage and protected it with
bubble-wrap to avoid this happening.
Fortunately, with careful positioning of the
remaining parts I could still use the
transceiver. I had the spare any way, just in
case.

With my airline ticket stating ‘Max. 23 Kg’ I
found myself with the following dilemma:
rucksack: 8.4 kg; sail bag with antenna etc:
18.8 kg; suitcase 22 kg. Roger, G3SXW,
kindly took me to Heathrow and in an attempt
to reduce the excess baggage charge, he
waited with my laptop and Yaesu FT-857 in
the bar whilst I checked in. Unbelievably, the
40 kg plus check-in attracted zero excess
costs. Result!

Although I am a CW operator in the main, my
arrival coincided with the WAE SSB contest
and I thought I would give a few UK stations
some points. However, conditions were poor
and nothing was heard from the UK that night.
Back on CW, the second evening/night was
the best in terms of contacts; the third night
brought electric storms so I had a doze, only
to awake and realise that I had to take the
antenna down in the rain for the next
morning’s flight to Mayotte. On leaving the
Seychelles, I left the ‘spare’ antenna: a
doublet and ATU together with some survival

The Seychelles
The flight was uneventful, the usual sort of
thing. A two-hour stopover in Nairobi
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The G3SXW and G3TXF Trilogy (Page 17)

Three CDXC members at Ham Fair 2003 in Tokyo: Nigel G3TXF, Rich
G4ZFE and Roger G3SXW

Nigel G3TXF on Falalop Island (OC-078) - V63TXF/p
I

The Global Overlay Mapping System (Page 32)

President's Patter (Next FSDXA DXpedition) (Page 5)

This new 30m Trident antenna only weighs only 7Kg. That's Mike G3SED!

Seychelles & Mayotte DXpedition, September 2003 (Page 27)

SteppIR installation in Seychelles

SteppIR vertical on beach in Mayotte
IV

equipment, beer and water, for safe keeping
until I returned. I was pleased to be leaving in
a way as the chalet was self-catering and I’d
been living on tuna and rice for three days!

fingertips and was making a conscious effort
to pick out the UK and weaker callers (often
the same thing!).
The best thing about this hotel, particularly
with it being French-managed, was that I was
eating decent food again. After a day or so I
got settled into an operating pattern. There
was a sunrise opening to the USA, but soon
after sunrise the bands became dead, so I took
the opportunity to take a dip in the ocean,
have a doze or do some reading.

Mayotte
I checked in at Mahé airport for Mayotte and I
knew I was way over my weight allowance.
Fortunately, a charm offensive paid dividends
and I had to pay for only 15 kg extra. As I
flew over Madagascar I gave a thought for
Phil, G35WH, who I knew was down there
(sorry, typo: G3SWH!). Arriving in Mayotte
was fantastic after the Seychelles. The sun
was shining, the EU flag and French tricolour
were aloft the flagpoles and the local
gendarme was awaiting the arrival of the
aircraft. No baggage problems here; straight
through via the ‘EU residents’ channel to the
transfer vehicle for the hotel. A short drive in
the Renault van down the RN4 to the ferry
proved to me that I might as well be in the
south of France! The ferry took about 15
minutes to reach the main island and then
about 20 minutes to the hotel. The main island
was definitely more Africa than France and
was waiting to be explored.

Ten meters opened up on a few days at around
1200z, 15m and 17m were sometimes open in
the afternoons and I found 30m openings to W
coast USA around my sunset time. Soon after
sunset 20m was buzzing, then the lower bands
opened up as darkness swept across Europe.
A highlight of the trip for me was contacting
my dad, Derek, G4IRM, on 17m SSB. He was
over the moon for having made the contact
with his 100 watts and doublet. We’d been
trying a daily schedule and this was the first
one we’d made.
This was also the last radio contact we were to
have as on the Sunday evening, five days into
the Mayotte session, I received a call from
Janet to tell me that my father had
unexpectedly died. This was the end of the
DX-pedition; all I wanted to do was go home.
Fortunately I managed to get a connecting
flight from the Seychelles to Paris when I left
Mayotte on the Tuesday, skipping my further
stop in the Seychelles.

Antenna erection
After checking into the hotel, I embarked on
antenna erection. My chalet was on the beach,
so I mounted the SteppIR vertical at the high
tide mark with its 12 radials spread around the
180 degrees of clear radio path. I’d had three
days warm up in Seychelles and was raring to
go. It was Tuesday and in my limited
experience of DX-peditioning, mid-week is
not particularly busy; however the CW pileups were enormous! In the evening, the sound
of the 40m S9 plus pile up was exhilarating.

Lessons learned
Now that I’m back in the UK and have
returned to ‘normality’ after the highs of the
DX-pedition and the lows of the bereavement,
I’ve had a chance to consider lessons learned
and points of interest.

What fascinated me most was that the band
was open to Europe, USA and Japan all at the
same time with big signals from everywhere. I
had what seemed like the whole world at my
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•

For me, once I found the openings to
the west coast USA, it was worth
forsaking easier openings to other
areas, for the sheer thrill of picking out
the weak and fluttery signals from the
noise and giving them the contact.

Seychelles. I thought my location in
the Seychelles, 200ft above the sea
would be superb.
•

On a couple of occasions, KH6
stations popped up with incredibly
strong signals. I assume this was
because they are on a 99% sea path.
•

The SteppIR antenna works as a ¼wave vertical on 40 – 6m and will also
work as a ¾-wave vertical on 15m
upwards.

My signals from Mayotte into Europe
were several S-points stronger than
from the Seychelles; I believe this to
be because the Mayotte antenna was
mounted on the beach (the radials ran
into the sea at high tide) and had a
clear take-off from North America,
through Europe and all the way round
to Japan.

Despite what the antenna modelling
diagrams may show you regarding
angles of radiation, there was no
practical difference in performance
between the ¼-wave or the ¾-wave,
using 12 radials, from the Indian
Ocean to the UK. (Comments from
antenna experts please!)
•

•

•

I did a test with Kurt, S79MX, and a
Ukrainian station and the Ukrainian
station reported Kurt as two S-points
stronger. Kurt was running 100 watts
into a dipole. I came to the conclusion
that either my angle of radiation was
too low for optimum on that path, or
the jungle-like vegetation next to my
antenna and in the path of the contact
was absorbing my signal.

I was getting faster run rates from
European pile-ups than I did from my
Gambian DX-pedition last year. I am
not sure if this is because operating
techniques are improving in Europe or
because I was a rarer callsign this year,
but it was very heartening.
There were times when my run rates
dropped really low. They all seemed to
have one thing in common: Japanese
callers. They could really learn a few
tricks on how to speed things up.

•

The Kenwood TS-50S and Yaesu FT857 were very similar, receiver-wise.
However, the DSP on the 857 gave it a
real advantage when listening to very
weak signals.

•

Finally, never leave equipment in
another country for collection on the
return journey. If anyone is going to
the Seychelles, please can you collect
my ATU!

I have a sense of unfinished work in Mayotte,
however other destinations beckon and
thoughts are afoot for the next DX-pedition.
Indeed, I still need FH myself, so would rather
encourage somebody else to go there!

The 40m allocation in the Seychelles
starts at 7.050 MHz. Despite numerous
CW CQ calls on that frequency (and a
mention during a 30m pile-up that I
was QSY-ing there), no CW QSOs
were made on 40m from the

The statistics on the next page show how the
QSO’s were spread:
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S79IRN (Seychelles) DX-pedition statistics

Date
13/09/03
14/09/03
15/09/03
Total
S79IRN
CW
SSB
Total

CW
579
1189
658
2426
7
0
1
1

SSB
8
2
43
53
10
582
0
582

AF
AS
EU
NA
OC
SA

Total
587
1191
701
2479
14
385
5
390

18
538
1
539

21
845
46
891

21
372
1765
309
3
9
24
72
0
72

28
4
0
4

FH/G4IRN (Mayotte) DX-pedition statistics

Date
16/09/03
17/09/03
18/09/03
19/09/03
20/09/03
21/09/03
22/09/03
23/09/03
Total

CW
SSB
Total

CW
1002
1609
1284
1024
697
988
134
90
6828

SSB

7
863
0
863

10
984
0
984

0
101
4
1
94
13
0
0
213

Total
1002
1710
1288
1025
791
1001
134
90
7041
14
1656
122
1778

AF
AS
EU
NA
OC
SA

18
1373
89
1462
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21
1004
2
1006

19
915
5642
446
12
7

24
453
0
453

28
495
0
495

The Global Overlay Mapping System
reviewed by John Butcher, G3LAS

Maps and amateur radio obviously go
together, especially for DX-ers, who
frequently need to look up some form of
geographical information connected with the
strange places we either visit or try to contact.
In addition, there are several important radiospecific information sets which are not found
in conventional maps and atlases. As a result
there are now numerous examples of both
paper and software mapping systems which
are available to us.

of a mouse cursor. There is also a distance
scale in miles and kilometres which can be
superimposed on the map and dragged by the
mouse to give an estimate of distance between
two chosen points. A minor point to note is
that the scale cannot be used on the Antarctic
map because of the polar projection used to
display this region, which would result in
unacceptable distance measurement errors.
The outline maps and overlays are selected by
mouse clicks on a graphical key and menu
system which enables very rapid changes to be
realised. The loading time for a map or layer
will be dependent on the computer resources. I
ran it on a 1.8 GHz machine with 512 MB of
RAM and the transitions were almost
instantaneous. On a 17-inch screen at a
resolution of 1024 x 768 with 32-bit colour,
the display is excellent with the smallest text
easily readable.

Whether these are considered as essential
operating aids or simply fun things to look at,
I’m sure that many people are interested in
trying them out.
The Global Overlay Mapping System – a title
which does not exactly trip off the tongue – is
produced by Tim Makins, EI8IC. Somewhat
unusually, it consists of a series of Javascript
web pages comprising seven outline
continental maps (EU, AS, AF, NA, SA, OC
and AN), the first six of which are subdivided
into smaller regions, 27 in all.

The help file provided suggests that adequate
performance is obtained from a 133 MHz
Pentium processor with 32 MB of RAM. Of
course, a Windows operating system is
required with Javascript and CSS-enabled. 16bit or 32-bit colour is recommended, although
a 256-colour display is said to provide usable
images. For those with more exotic hardware,
the manual says ‘there is no reason why Mac
and Linux machines should not be able to use
the system’.

The user then can select one or more overlays
to superimpose on the outline. The options
are: country outlines, CQ and ITU Zones, time
zones, colour relief, Grid Locators, Lat/Long,
region names, cities, prefixes, IOTA reference
numbers and even national and regional flags.
There is thus an enormous amount of
information available for display.

So what do I think of it?
Each system is customised for the purchaser in
that the callsign and home QTH lat/long
information are embedded into the program.
This enables lat/long, grid locator, distance
and beam heading of any point on the map to
be displayed in the status bar at the bottom of
the screen. The readout tracks the movement

Like any graphical application, a textual
description like this review is no substitute for
actually seeing the product in action.
However, I found it generally very easy to use
and full of useful information. I never think
software maps are as satisfying or indeed as
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accurate as paper ones for presenting
straightforward geographical information.
Nevertheless, for easy access to specialist data
such as ITU zones, IOTA references and grid
locators worldwide, the software systems
come into their own.

unlike some of its competitors. The price is 19
Euros if you download it (17.4MB, including
the Help guide). The download is split into
five files for convenience. It is also available
on CD at 25 Euros. Payment can be made online in Sterling, Dollars or Yen. The supplier
points out that at 19 Euros you are paying 59
cents per map which does not seem excessive.

You may think that the general appearance of
the maps is a bit gloomy, since the outlines are
in two shades of blue with white and black
text overlays. They brighten up a bit with the
country and zone overlays in multiple pastel
colours. The flags are beautifully rendered and
a study of these would no doubt enable the
user to become a whiz at pub quizzes or even
Mastermind.

You may buy the package on-line at
www.mapability.com or contact Tim at
gom@mapability.com.
It is also worth mentioning that Tim can
provide customised maps or data set overlays
for particular needs.

I can think of one or two desirable
enhancements. There is no indexing, so if you
want to find, say, OC-252, you would have to
display the OC outline with the IOTA overlay
and just look for it.

For those who would like to compare the
Global Overlay Mapping System with some of
the alternatives, the following list may be of
interest:
DX Atlas by VE3NEA
www.dxatlas.com

Unlike many software radio maps, there is no
greyline plot which would be a major
improvement, if indeed it is reasonable to ask
for it to be calculated for the various regional
outlines, given the variety of projections
employed.

DX View by AA6YQ (part of the DX Lab
suite of programs) www.qsl.net/dxlab
Mapper by HB9DRV
www.kns.ch/sysgem/hb9drv/index.htm

There is also no zoom capability beyond the
fixed views of the sub-continental regions.
However, the large amount of detail visible, in
terms of regional and city names, is still quite
impressive.

Win Globe by Dirk Djuga
www.djuga.net/winglobe.html
GeoClock by Joe Allgren
www.geoclock.com

Compared with many of the alternative
systems I have tried, I would say that this
program rates quite highly. I like the ease of
use, the amount of data available and the level
of detail it provides. It is impossible to make
an absolute judgement because that will
depend on the personal preferences and needs
of the user.

Of these you will probably find that DX Atlas
is the closest to the Global Mapping System in
concept and objectives, although it does not
have the same spread of information or level
of detail.

G3LAS
If value for money is a consideration, you
need to know that this software is not free,
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Member Profile
MØKCM

ian@m0kcm.com

My name is Ian Sweatman and I currently
hold the callsign MØKCM. While talking to
Martyn, G3RFX, at the 2003 CDXC AGM &
Summer Social, I volunteered to write a
personal profile. No I’m not vain - I just
thought it would make a change for the Digest
to have input from one of the ‘newcomers’ to
the HF DX Scene. I certainly haven’t been
there and done that (yet…). And to promote
the CDXC objective of bringing new blood
into the fold, I’m sure that reading about my
modest radio achievements is a lot less
daunting than the ‘just need one more to have
the lot’, as has appeared before.

The late 1980s and early 90s were a blur, what
with the progression along life’s path of
marriage, children etc. At this point, ham
radio was a long way from my mind. I always
thought, “Yes, maybe one day…” and then
promptly invented an excuse as to why I
didn’t have the time or inclination to take the
CW test.
In the summer of 2000 I had to go with Dawn
to another of Coventry’s colleges, as she was
enrolling on a part-time course to further her
education (if I remember correctly, I was
mobile cheque book man that day!). I didn’t
have a book of excuses with me at the time
and was horrified to find she had also enrolled
me on the Morse code course run by Mike
Dixon, G4GHJ. It took me a matter of minutes
to work out that I was not designed for CW…
but I stuck at it, and was overjoyed to pass at
12wpm in June 2001 (was this the last time I
used a Morse key?). I must thank Mike
publicly, seeing as without him I would have
surely failed.

I am 36 years old, live in Coventry with my
wife Dawn, and our three boys, Lewis (7),
Oliver (7) and Adam (11). My amateur radio
history goes back to 1983, and my final year
of school. The masters at my school decided I
was a grade ‘A’ student and needed extra
work to stimulate my mind (or had they heard
that I had discovered the path through to the
nearby girls school…). So I was sent down to
the local technical college and promptly
enrolled on the RAE course there. In the
summer of 1984 I passed both sections and
was allocated the callsign G1KCM. I had a
quick dabble at WAB on 2m SSB, but quickly
decided that VHF radio was not my scene, and
so QSOs were very few and far between. As a
16-year-old, there were many other exciting
things that I could spend my meager earnings
on.

So, armed with a full HF licence, it was time
to hit e-Bay and within a matter of days, a
radio station was set up at home. The radio
was (and still is) an old Yaesu FT-707. Over
the months, various accessories have adorned
the shack. Unfortunately the biggest limitation
has been with the antenna farm (more like a
window box…): a Mosley 3-element yagi for
10 and 15m (plus 12 & 17 with the tuner).
Also a ½-size G5RV for 20 and 40m. Both are
low to the ground, due to planning restrictions.

I left school in 1984 and then served as an
apprentice draughtsman for Courtauld’s in
Coventry. Upon completion of the
apprenticeship in 1988, I moved into a career
of sales and marketing in the electrical control
gear industry. And that is where (leaving out
previous redundancies) I remain to this day.

I decided I wanted to specialise in certain
areas of the hobby on HF, so looking at the
various choices of windmills, lighthouses,
castles etc, I decided to collect DXCC entities
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and IOTA groups - with the ultimate aim of
being up there with the ‘old school’.

looking gingerly at WAS, WAZ etc. There are
still far too many gaps for my liking, and so
it’ll be some time before I go public in these
areas.

So how’s it going? Well, I’m pretty pleased
with my progress so far, bearing in mind my
modest radio shack. My DXCC tally is
currently at 223 worked and around 180
confirmed. IOTA is 256 worked and 121
confirmed. The IOTA 100 certificate is in the
bag, and I was just about to hit the DXCC
checkpoint when I lost my job again (four
redundancies in seven years is getting a little
much now!).

So, how was that little lot? If you’re still with
me, then maybe it wasn’t that bad after all.
And hopefully it may prompt some of our
other readers to put pen to paper and drop
Martyn a few words.
[Yes, that would indeed be an excellent idea!
Ed.]

I would like to think of myself as having a
fairly modern approach to radio. I run my
own website, http://www.m0kcm.com, to keep
fellow hams up to date with my status. I also
monitor the DX clusters via the internet, eg
www.dx-central.com.

The 15th MARS-Birmingham 2003
Radio & Computer Rally
will be held at

I can often be heard operating /P from one of
the many hills in the Midlands. I have even
managed to be on the DX side of a pile-up or
two this year (I don’t know how…) when I
was on vacation in Brittany, northern France.
I even tried IOTA the easy way, spending a
weekend on Mersea Island. I also joined
CDXC at the first available opportunity. And
to try and show a little commitment in return,
I now use CDXC QSL cards. I have also
attended both the 2002 and 2003 AGMs and
Summer Socials.

King Edward’s Camp Hill Grammar School,
Vicarage Road, King’s Heath, Birmingham
on

Sunday, 16 November
Opening hours 10am to 3pm
Admission £1.50
(large free car park)

My plans for the future? Well, loads!
Primarily to be above Don, G3XTT, in
absolutely any table that is given public airing.
Although the pie-eating contest seems to be
my best chance.
Data modes will be the next introduction into
the shack – as soon as I can locate the PC less
than the current 10’ away from the radio. I
also want to try out the LF bands. I’m sure
that with a little effort (and a day pass from
the XYL!) I can generate something on these
bands. As the logbook begins to fill, I am

courtesy of I8OCA
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IOTA Corner
______________________________________________________________
XF1K IOTA DX-pedition to Islas Todos Santos (NA-162), 4-8 Sep 2003

The Islands On The Air (IOTA) operating
program has made going to remote islands the
destination of choice for DX-ers on all seven
continents. Mexico has many IOTAs, but one
hardly hears them on due to the lack of IOTA
interest among Mexican amateurs, until
recently. The limitation of licensing privileges
for visiting hams as well as the logistical
difficulties of obtaining landing permission
and approval has kept the Mexican IOTAs
rare and at the top of the North American
needed list.

(backup leader and CW operator), Dave,
N6AN/XE1NTT (contest SSB/CW operator)
and Jim, N6KZ (experienced California IOTA
organizer and CW operator). Hector, Emilio
and Ray had teamed up previously operating
XF1K on NA-167.
The entire XF1K team first met up in Tijuana,
Mexico, on the evening of 3 September 2003
at the home of Roman, XE2ED. We then
drove to a local Mexican food restaurant and
sampled the local cuisine (hot stuff). We
made one final stop in Tijuana to purchase
water, food and of course, beer. Fully loaded
in three vehicles, we drove one hour in the
darkness to the port city of Ensenada, Mexico,
located about 80 miles south on the western
coast of Baja California.

The Baja California State Northwest Group
(IOTA NA-162) contains three separate island
archipelagos: Todos Santos, the Coronado
Islands and San Martin Island. The Todos
Santos islands consist of two islands (Isla
Norte and Isla Sur) about 20 km (12 miles)
west of Ensenada, which is about 80 miles
south of the US-Mexico border.

Early the next morning (5am), we drove the
short distance to the quiet, dark Ensenada
harbor to load our gear onto the good ship
Juanitos, a 32-foot charter fishing boat. With
the rising sun just peaking over the eastern
Mexican Mountains, we slowly sailed out of
the harbor into gently rolling seas, on to the
Todos Santos Islands.

For this operation, Hector, XE2K, requested
the call sign XF1K, the same callsign as his
previous NA-167 operation (XF prefix is for
Mexican islands). The team would be made up
of six operators, three from Mexico and three
from the United States. This would be a large
enough team to physically set up antennas in
the difficult island terrain, operate the multiple
HF/VHF/Satellite stations and to work a large
number US, JA, and EU stations.

After a trip lasting about an hour we arrived at
Isla Sur (Southern Island) at a commercial fish
camp (ranch house). This would be our home
and operating area for the next four days.
Hector, XE2K, had previously contacted the
owner-operators of this camp, explaining our
purpose and requested access to stay in their
main camp. Permission was granted so we
actually had beds to sleep in and a kitchen to
use.

The Mexican operators consisted of Hector,
XE2K (DX-pedition leader), XE2ZY, K6EG
(SSB operator), and Roman, XE2ED (satellite
and VHF operator). All three were skilled
hams with previous experience on trips to
Mexican IOTAs or up to the tops of Mexican
Mountain peaks to activate rare grid squares.
The US operators consisted of Ray, N6VR

On the island there were two, separate
stations, one above the fish camp on a ridge
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enjoying the Pacific Ocean views. By
Saturday evening, our last night on the island,
we had over 5K QSOs and decided to begin
taking down our stations to be ready for the
9am arrival of our boat on Sunday morning.
Everything came down just fine (we were
blessed by a wet sea fog that morning), so we
loaded the equipment and ourselves onto the
Juanitos for the return voyage through the
quiet sea back to Ensenada.

(upper) and one set up slightly below the fish
camp (lower).
The upper station was
established on a 50-meter high ridge above the
ranch house in a large tent. This station had
two HF stations, the satellite station, and the
VHF (6m) station. Antennas were two threeelement yagis (HyGain TH-3 and Cushcraft
A3), mounted upon 30- and 25-foot vertical
masts, respectively.
The satellite antennas (AO-40) were mounted
upon a short roof tower, ground mounted. A
Cushcraft R7 vertical mast-mounted on the
edge of the sea cliff, 30m above the ocean,
was used on several WARC bands. A 40-foot
mast with inverted-V dipoles for 40 and 80m
completed the upper station. Power was
provided by four 12V DC batteries charged
with an 1,800 watt portable generator. The
lower station operating position was set up at
the ranch house, with the GAP vertical just a
few meters above the ocean with a clear shot
from north, east to south

The entire XF1K Team would like to thank
Mr. Eric Pederson for his fine hospitality that
allowed us to stay at his commercial fish
camp. We give many thanks for the support
of the IREF and those who contribute to it.
We also thank Roger Balister, G3KMA,
RSGB IOTA Chairman, for his review and
accreditation
of
our
DX-pedition
documentation for this trip.
Finally, we would like to recognise the
continuing efforts of our QSL manager, Fred,
N6AWD.
Without his help and
encouragement, none of the recent XE IOTAs
may have ever begun! We hope that you
worked us on NA-162, Todos Santos Islands,
and look for us from another rare Mexican
IOTA sometime soon! The results of the
XF1K operation were most satisfying,
considering the only fair band conditions. The
continent and mode breakdown is as follows:

Despite the long drive, the sea voyage, and the
difficult conditions encountered setting up the
two operating locations (heat, sun, and limited
access to drinking water) the equipment and
antennas seemed to be working well. Stations
were quickly worked in EU, JA, and, of
course, all over the US and Canada. The
remaining three days fell into a slow, hot
routine of operating, eating, sleeping and

Continent
US
EU
JA
Others

QSOs
3150
931
756
635

Percent
57%
17%
14%
12%

Mode
CW
SSB
Total

QSOs
3231
2238
5469

Percent
59%
41%

(CDXC sponsors IOTA DX-peditions such as the above through its contribution to IREF)
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IOTA News
Roger Balister, G3KMA, RSGB IOTA Manager, 1 September 2003

New IOTA reference numbers issued
AS-168 HL2
Kangwon-do Province
group (Korea, South)
NA-225 VYØ Nunavut (Prince of Wales
and Somerset Islands) group (Canada)
OC-263/Pr V73
Islands)

DS3BGI/2

Chuk Island (July

AS-168
2003)

DS4NYE/2

Chuk Island (July

EU-081 F5JOT/P
(July 2003)

Saint Marcouf Islands

EU-081 F5LGQ/P
(July 2003)

Saint Marcouf Islands

EU-081 F6CKH/P
(July 2003)

Saint Marcouf Islands

Taongi Atoll (Marshall

Provisional IOTA reference number as at 1
September 2003
OC-263/Pr V73
Islands)

AS-168
2003)

Taongi Atoll (Marshall

Operations which have provided
acceptable validation material
AS-168
2003)

HL1EJT/2

AS-168
2003)

HL1OYF/2

AS-168
2003)

HL1TXQ/2

AS-168
2003)

HL1VAU/2

AS-168
2003)

HL3QP/2

AS-168
2003)

HL9DX/2

AS-168
2003)
AS-168
2003)

DS1EVQ/2

Chuk Island (July

DS1KOQ/2

Chuk Island (July

EU-119
RA3NN/1
(June 2003)

Morzhovets Island

EU-119
UE1RRC/1
(June 2003)

Morzhovets Island

NA-007 K9AJ/VYØ
(July 2003)

Southampton Island

Chuk Island (July

Chuk Island (July
NA-121
2003)

W5BOS/AL5 Summit Island (July

NA-193
2003)

VY1/N7FL

Chuk Island (July
Herschel Island (July

Chuk Island (July
NA-193
VY1/N7KGA
(July 2003)

Herschel Island

Chuk Island (July
NA-225
2003)

K9AJ/VYØ

Somerset Island (July

Chuk Island (July
NA-225
K9PPY/VYØ
(July 2003)
OC-013
ZK1EAA
(March 2003)
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Somerset Island

Raratonga Island

OC-082
2003)

ZK1EAA

Penrhyn Atoll (March

OC-083
ZK1EAA
(March 2003)

SA-089 YV5ANF/1 Sal Key (April 2003)
Note: Checkpoints are not authorised to credit
QSL cards for an operation where validation is
required.

Aitutaki Island

OC-125
2003)

4G6A

Semirara Island (April

New IOTA Checkpoint

OC-241
2003)

YE9R

Rote Island (June/July

Members are reminded of the new checkpoint
for applicants in Spain, with effect from 1
September 2003:

OC-244
DU1/VE7DP
(April 2003)
SA-042
2003)

ZW8M

Mindoro Island

Josep Gibert del Pino, EA3BT, and Nuria
Font, EA3WL, Collegi 1, E-08800 Vilanova I
La Geltru, Barcelona, Spain

Mexiana Island (May
E-mail: ea3bt@ea3bt.com
Change of e-mail and webpage
addresses

Note: This list includes operations where
validation material was volunteered, ie not
specifically required for credit to be given. In
all cases, cards now submitted will be
accepted by Checkpoints if they meet normal
standards. This means that the island name
should be printed on the card.

Please note in your records that my personal
e-mail
address
has
changed
to
g3kma@dsl.pipex.com.
The
previous
addresses of g3kma@dial.pipex.com and
eo19@dial.pipex.com no longer function.

Operations from which validation
material is awaited as at 1 September
2003
NA-162
2003)

XE2/W7KFI

The webpage URL has also changed to
www.g3kma.dsl.pipex.com.

??????????? (April

Roger Balister, G3KMA
RSGB IOTA Manager

OC-078 V63TXF/P
Atoll (August 2003)

Falalop Island, Ulithi

OC-158
2003)

H44VV

??????????? (August

OC-258
2003)

P29VVB

??????????? (August

OC-263/Pr V73T
2003)
SA-070
3G5Q
(February 2003)

IOTA News
IOTA.HQ@rsgb.org.uk

Taongi Atoll (August

Quiriquina Island
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IOTA 40th Anniversary Awards Programme - IOTA 2004
The RSGB IOTA Committee and CDXC
(Chiltern DX Club), the UK DX Foundation,
announce the establishment of the IOTA 40th
Anniversary Awards Programme - IOTA
2004. The purpose of this programme is to
celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the founding
of the IOTA Programme by Geoff Watts, to
promote IOTA activity and to have fun. The
IOTA 2004 Programme will be administered
by CDXC on behalf of the RSGB IOTA
Committee.

and score extra points. A series of attractive
certificates - the gold, silver and bronze
certificates - will be available as will
participation certificates.
Nevada of the UK has agreed to sponsor the
IOTA 2004 Programme. This sponsorship will
cover the costs of administration and
certificate design.
Details of IOTA 2004 can be found at
www.cdxc.org.uk and the rules together with a
listing of island groups, including the months
when premium scores are made, may be
downloaded from this site later in the year. An
application form is included with this listing.
This programme should be great fun – no QSL
cards are required. For those who would like
details and do not have Internet access but
have a computer send a floppy disk and a
post-paid mailer to Don, G3XTT,
105
Shiplake Bottom, Peppard Common, Henley
on
Thames,
RG9
5HJ,
England
(don@g3xtt.com).

The objective of IOTA 2004 is to contact as
many different IOTA island groups as
possible within the calendar year 1 January
2004 to 31 December 2004. Entrants may use
the HF bands or 6 metres (but repeater and
satellite QSOs do not count). For simplicity,
the rules will be the same as those for the
popular IOTA Millennium Programme which
ran in the year 2000. There are two types of
contact that count for credit - premium
contacts and normal contacts. Premium
contacts are made during particular months

_________________________________________________________________________________

Rules & Regs
1. The purpose of the RSGB IOTA 40th
Anniversary Awards Programme (IOTA
2004) is to celebrate the 40th Anniversary of
the IOTA Awards Programme, to promote
IOTA activity and to have fun. The IOTA
2004 Programme is administered by CDXC
(Chiltern DX Club) - The UK DX Foundation
on behalf of the RSGB IOTA Committee.

of longitude. The first zone starts with the
International Dateline and runs to the 150°E
longitude. The second zone runs from the
150°E longitude to the 120°E longitude. A
further 10 zones are needed to divide up the
world.
3. A month, to be known as the IOTA activity
month, is allocated to each zone as follows
(see opposite page):

2. The world is divided into 12 zones. The
limit of each zone is determined by a line
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Zone
number

Zone
limits

IOTA activity
month

Example of a
qualifying island

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Dateline to 150°E
150°E to 120°E
120°E to 90°E
90°E to 60°E
60°E to 30°E
30°E to 0°
0° to 30°W
30°W to 60°W
60°W to 90°W
90°W to 120°W
120°W to 150°W
150°W to Dateline

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Campbell
Honshu
Singapore
Kerguelen
Madagascar
Sardinia
Ascension
N’foundland
Cuba
Easter
Vancouver
Tokelau

(OC-037)
(AS-007)
(AS-019)
(AF-048)
(AF-013)
(EU-024)
(AF-003)
(NA-027)
(NA-015)
(SA-001)
(NA-036)
(OC-048)

The objective of IOTA 2004
4. The objective is to contact as many
different IOTA island groups as possible
within the calendar year 1 January 2004 to 31
December 2004. There are two types of
contact that count for credit - premium
contacts and normal contacts. Only one
premium contact and one normal contact may
be claimed for credit with each IOTA island
group regardless of band and mode.

premium contacts. Normal contacts cannot be
made when an IOTA island group falls into an
IOTA activity month. Only one normal
contact can be claimed for each IOTA island
group. Example: A normal contact with
Ascension may be made in any of the
following months: January to June 2004 and
August to December 2004. A normal contact
cannot be made with Ascension in July 2004.

Premium contacts

Bands

5. Each premium contact scores three points.
Premium contacts are made when an IOTA
island group falls into an IOTA activity
month. Example: A contact with Ascension
(AF-003) in the month of July 2004 scores
three points since this island falls into the July
IOTA activity month. Only one premium
contact may be claimed for each IOTA island
group regardless of band and mode.

7. All HF bands and 6 metres. Satellite and
repeater contacts do not qualify.
Combined schedule of island groups
and application form
8. A schedule showing the IOTA activity
month for every numbered IOTA island group
together with an application form can be
downloaded from the CDXC website later in
the year.

Normal contacts
6. Each normal contact scores one point.
Normal contacts are made outside the IOTA
activity month and are in addition to

See www.cdxc.org.uk. Data disks will be
available too from G3XTT.
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Groups falling into several zones

SWLs

9. Some island groups fall into more than one
zone - for example Australia (OC-001) falls
into three zones. In these cases the island
group has been allocated to the zone
containing the largest land area or most
islands.

13. The awards will be available to SWLs on a
heard basis.
Charges
14. There are no charges for entering IOTA
2004 except for the cost of postage of disks.

Awards for IOTA 2004
Sponsorship
10. A series of attractive certificates will be
awarded to those attaining the following
scores:

15. Nevada of the UK has kindly agreed to
sponsor the IOTA 2004 Programme. This
sponsorship covers the costs of administration
and certificate design.

* Gold certificates will be awarded to those
gaining 900 points

Awards for DX-peditioners
* Silver certificates to those gaining 450
points

16. There will be two awards for individuals
or teams activating the following in 2004.

* Bronze certificates to those gaining 225
points.

DXpeditioners’ Platinum Certificate
For activating either (1) Two new IOTAs or
(2) One new IOTA and 2 rare IOTAs*

Participation certificates will be awarded to all
those achieving a score of at least 100 points.
An example of how to calculate your score
follows at the end of this note.

DXpeditioners’ Gold Certificate
For activating either (1) One new IOTA or (2)
Two rare IOTAs* or (3) Five IOTAs
(excluding one’s home station).

QSL cards and claims
11. QSLs are not required. All claims must be
submitted electronically, preferably via e-mail
but alternatively by computer disk. CDXC
reserves the right to seek confirmation of
contacts from stations claimed.

*A rare IOTA is defined as one that requires
validation by the IOTA Committee according
to the IOTA Directory (11th Edition).

Endorsements for IOTA 2004

17. Any queries to CDXC, c/o 105 Shiplake
Bottom, Peppard Common, Henley on
Thames, RG5 5HJ, England or e-mail to
don@g3xtt.com.

Administration

12. Mode or band endorsements are available
but only one award can be claimed per
applicant. Multi-band awards e.g. 5-band, 9band awards are not available.
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Examples of how to score:

Normal groups
Premium groups
Total

Points per Contact No. of Contacts
1
75
3
50

Score
75
150
225

Qualifies for Bronze Certificate - Minimum 225 points

Normal groups
Premium groups
Total

Points per Contact No. of Contacts
1
150
3
100

Score
150
300
450

Qualifies for Silver Certificate - Minimum 450 points

Normal groups
Premium groups
Total

Points per Contact No. of Contacts
1
103
3
116

Score
103
348
451

Qualifies for Silver Certificate - Minimum 450 points

Normal groups
Premium groups
Total

Points per Contact No. of Contacts
1
315
3
195

Score
315
585
900

Qualifies for Gold Certificate - Minimum 900 points

Normal groups
Premium groups
Total

Points per Contact No. of Contacts
1
500
3
134

Score
500
402
902

Qualifies for Gold Certificate - Minimum 900 points
Log extract required
Data should be submitted on the approved application form, either by disk or e-mail.
Send to: don@g3xtt.com

Revision 1: 23 October 2003
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The RTTY Column
Phil Cooper, GUØSUP

pcooper@guernsey.net

CQ WW RTTY

flutter on his signal, and I was almost shocked
to see him come straight back to me.

Well, CQ WW RTTY is now behind us, and
for those of you who missed the contest, you
missed a good one! Conditions really did
improve, and even 10m was quite lively here
in sunny (it’s always sunny!) Guernsey.

KH7X had an excellent signal, and was
extremely easy to work. One station missing
from the bands was K4GMH, and I have now
discovered why! It appears that hurricane
Isobel managed to slam a tree into his tower,
reducing it and the antennas to scrap metal.

After the contest, I read quite a few reports
from UK stations saying that conditions were
not as good on the Saturday as they were on
the Sunday, and some said that 10m wasn’t
too good, with very few signals around.

I also managed to work a few new bandcountries in the shape of D4B on 40 and 20,
YI9X and 5NØNHD on 15, and EA6LP on
10m.

That puzzled me a little, as I found 10m to be
very good, and there were always stations to
work, and there was some good DX too. I
managed several west coast W/VE stations
very easily.

QSL Routes:
D4B: via K1BV, Ted Melinosky, 12 Wells
Woods Road, Columbia, CT 06237-1525,
USA.

The other thing that surprised me a little was
the fact that I found WW7OR in Oregon and
N7GYD in Washington on 40m. And they
were very loud!

YI9X: via OM3JW, Stefan Horecky, Mlynska
2, CS-900-31 Stupava, Slovak Republic.
5NØNHD: via JH8BKL, K. Kawase, 8
Shinkai, Teshio, Hokkaido 098-33, Japan.

It was interesting to see the pile-up on some of
the rarer stations on the first day, and D4B had
a huge pile for most of that time. I found him
on 15m, and gave a call, but wasn’t expecting
to get in, and was quite surprised to see him
come back to me. I guess that extra mult was
what made my call more attractive! However,
by the second afternoon, he was calling and
calling with little response.

HC8N: via W5UE, Randy C. Becnel, PO Box
170, Kiln, MS 39556-0170, USA.
3CØV
I’m not sure what happened to the 3CØV
team, but by the time you read this, all should
be clear. I didn’t manage to log them,
although I did try on RTTY and on CW.
Sadly, their RTTY operation was rather slow
and not very good, but I have to say that I was
one of a few people to e-mail them asking
them to consider RTTY from this rare entity,
and to check out MMTTY. I had a very nice email back from XXXXX saying they had

I did see 9J2KC, and that would have been a
new one for me, but I just could not break the
pile-up. This was really the only one I missed
out on, as I managed to work pretty much all I
heard. KL7AC was the one I didn’t expect to
work, as he was weak, and had severe polar
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looked at MMTTY, and would try, but could
not promise a slick operation on this mode.
Kudos to them just for trying! And just
because you didn’t make it into the log does
not make it a bad operation!

I am sure many of you do the same on CW,
and it is often a matter of working out their
strategy, and then fitting into that. Now, I am
hoping to get them on Cocos-Keeling as well!
LoTW

VK9XW
Have you checked out the Logbook Of The
World (LoTW) website yet? I am sure most of
you have heard of it, but just in case, check
out www.arrl.org/lotw for more info.

By contrast, the VK9XW team were much
slicker, and were also quite loud here. I had to
sit and watch G3XTT break the pile-up on
15m, but I did manage them the following day
on 20m.

I tried out the beta-testing for this, and it all
seemed to work satisfactorily, but now it has
gone live, it does seem to raise quite a few
questions. When I beta-tested it, I only entered
about 1,000 contacts, and had about 60
confirmations from that lot. It wasn’t too hard
to check each contact for band, State, etc., but
in the live test I have uploaded in excess of
25,000 contacts, and so far, I have over 1,000
confirmations.

Timing is also important, and spending time
listening to the way a team works can make a
big difference. When I heard G3XTT make it,
I tried a little harder, but as I was supposed to
be gardening at the time, and had just taken a
‘coffee break’, I wasn’t really paying
attention, and just found somewhere less noisy
to call, and stuck with it. I didn’t get into the
log then, but just put it down to the vast
number of people calling.

One immediate problem I have noted is that
you have to click on each specific US contact
to check the State, so it would appear that the
ARRL need to consider how users will keep a
record of what has been worked, and what it
may be claimed against.

The following day, I had come in from work,
and as I had received a direct QSL, I went to
the shack to deal with that, and just turned the
radio on to see what was about. The amount of
noise on 20m was enough, and I started
MMTTY and dialled in the split. I called a
few times without success, and then started to
really listen to which stations were being
worked. VK9XW was saying LSN UP 1–5,
and the band was crowded with signals from
100 Hz up to 7 kHz up.

If you haven’t started the process of applying
yet, it is quite simple. First of all, download
the software from www.arrl.org/lotw – it is
called tqsl-108.exe - and run that. This will
put two icons on your desktop, TQSL and
TQSLcert. Run the latter, and click on
File/Request Certificate to apply for a
certificate. This will generate a file called
XXXX.tq5, where XXXX is your own call. Email this to the ARRL at lotw-logs@arrl.org
and then make a photocopy of your amateur
radio licence and another form with your
photo and name on it, such as a driving
licence or passport. These need to be mailed to
the ARRL for the attention of Logbook
Administration.

I usually try to find a station that is being
worked and try just above or below, but in this
case, they worked one station up 5, and the
next was up 4. I then set my split to 1 up, and
to make sure, I had a quick listen at 3 up, and
sure enough, they were working that station. I
called twice more, and was rewarded with
seeing my call on screen!
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Coming up

Around a week to 10 days later you should
receive an e-mail from them with your
username and a password, and your digital
certificate as an attachment. The username and
password are what you use to access the
website to upload your log data and then
subsequently check what confirmations you
have. The attachment will be XXXX.tq6.

The final contest of the year is the OK RTTY
contest, and that takes place on Saturday, 20
December, from 0000 UTC until 2400 UTC.
Please note that the multipliers for this contest
are DXCC entities and OK stations. Failure to
work any OK stations will give you zero
points, as the final score is QSO points x
DXCC countries x OK stations!

The website implies that you can double-click
this tq6 file and it should run automatically,
but I couldn’t get it to do that. Now that you
have your digital certificate, you can start to
prepare your logs for submission.

See
www.crk.web4u.cz/ENG/DXCONTE.HTM
right at the end of the page for the full rules.

To do this, you run TQSL, and import an
ADIF file, or a Cabrillo file. If, like me, you
have used various data modes, you may need
to go to ‘Preferences’ and map the mode to
that required by the ARRL. I had to map
PATR to Pactor, and PSK to PSK31. Failure
to do this will lead to rejected contacts.

In 2004 we start with the SARTG HNY
contest, which takes place between 0800 UTC
and 1100 UTC on the 80 and 40m bands only.
You have to send ‘Happy New Year’ in your
own language, and it really is a ‘fun’ contest
to start the year.

Whether you convert your whole log, or do it
in parts. is up to you - and maybe whether or
not you have an ADSL connection - but I did
a small chunk to start with, just to see what
would happen. You will also need the start
and end dates of the contacts in the log you
are converting. When you convert the log, it
makes it into a tq8 file, which you can either
e-mail to LoTW logs or upload it via the
website.

Check out:
http://home.online.no/~janalme/htmlrules/sart
gnew.html for the rules.
Starting at 1800 UTC on 3 January, and
ending at 2400 UTC on 4 January, is the
ARRL RTTY Roundup. This is probably the
second largest contest after CQ WW, and
attracts a good number of participants.
Operating time is no more than 24 of the 36
hours, and the six hours off must be taken in
no more than two chunks.

A few words of caution here, learnt from
experience! If you were part of the beta test,
you will have an old digital certificate for that
trial, and you must delete it before trying to
convert your logs. If you don’t, any uploads
will be rejected.

See
www.arrl.org/contests/rules/2003/rtty.html for
the full rules.

If you have downloaded version 1.06 recently,
then please get version 1.08, as there appear to
be a few minor problems with 1.06. A few Gs
have already uploaded logs, so please do think
about this new programme, and check out the
website for more info.
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Contesting
by Tim Kirby, G4VXE

The eagle-eyed reader may have noted that I
have taken the liberty of renaming this
column. Why? Well, actually, I think that
QRZ is one of those rather overused bits of
radio lingo!

tim@g4vxe.com

category. Bob, GU4YOX, took World First
place in the Single-Operator Low Power
category. Bob was absolutely delighted with
this when I spoke to him recently and was
looking forward to being even more
competitive in this year’s event.

After all, I think the original meaning was
surely ‘there’s someone calling me, try again,
please’. But so often in contests it is used
when the station in question has no idea
whether or not someone is calling them or not
– what they really mean is CQ! Or perhaps it
means ‘What’s your call?’ (so why not say
just that!)

Bob plans to remove his HF beam to allow the
vertical height of his antenna to go up to 87
feet – and currently has some 4,300 feet of
radials. But there’s always room for some
more!
Bob, G4VGO, took third place in the same
category as Bob, GU4YOX – another
excellent result.

I have similar views on the use of ‘IMI’ on
CW! What does it mean? Is it someone asking
for a repeat? Is it someone asking if the
frequency is free (QRL? would be more
appropriate, surely!) or is it just some
impatient person who can’t be bothered to
listen to see who the DX is? In my more badtempered moments I have been known to liken
it to shouting ‘Oi’!

Well done to all concerned – and all the very
best for this year’s event. A reminder to the
rest of us to come on during the Stew Perry
event and try and work a few people! The
exchange is a little different in that it’s just the
Grid (locator) square – eg IO91. Nice and
simple – and you can tell where someone is.
At least, you can if you’ve had a bit of
practice at VHF!

Contest operating is all about being concise,
but the clearer you make your operating the
better. Especially when it comes to working
newcomers and non-contesters – all of whom
can do good things to your final score.

Never Again!
A report on the trials and tribulations of M2C
in the 2003 IOTA Contest

The Stew Perry Top Band Distance
Challenge

Eric Tucker, G3TXZ

The results of the 2002 Stew Perry Top Band
Distance Challenge were published recently
and what great reading they made for UK top
band operators – and CDXC members too!

M2C is assigned to the Crowborough &
District ARS, a small club located in the SE of
England, about half way between London and
the south coast. It is not a ‘contest club’, but
there is a core of members who enjoy contest
operating (albeit with very moderate
competence!) and all the hassle that goes with
it. IOTA this year was only the second time

Three UK stations made it into high-scoring
positions in the contest. Clive, GM3POI, took
third place in the Single-Operator High Power
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that we have made a two-transmitter attempt
in any contest and the first time from our new
shack. Our set-up was to be somewhat more
ambitious than last year, on the premise that
you don’t improve unless you try! This is an
account of how things went. It may show that
all you read about the mega-multi-multi
contest stations with their permanent set-ups
and their super efficiency may not really be
the norm!

however, the logging program proved to be a
real ‘pain in the proverbial’.
The solar flux, which had been up at around
160 the weekend before, had been dropping
steadily all week – not a good sign as far as
DX propagation was concerned. However the
A index had kept nice and low so, as the
contest is predominantly one for working
relatively local stuff, the lowering flux did not
seem to present too gloomy a picture.

The Dream
Having put up and provisionally tested the
new 4-square the weekend before, we had a
further two beams and three wire antennas to
erect, as well as to get all of the rigs and PCs
connected together and functioning.
On
Thursday the TH3 was assembled and erected
on our mobile tower (thanks to Adrian,
GØNAR). On Friday, Adrian, Alan, GØXBV,
Andy; Keith, G3TLB, and I arrived soon after
9am to get the rest up. It p….oured with rain
virtually all day. We were sodden!

“I have a dream,” I said. Andy, GØMSA,
reckoned it turned into a nightmare! To be
fair, it wasn’t my dream that turned into the
nightmare, but read on and you will see.
The ‘dream’ was to design, build, erect and
test a version of a 4-square antenna for 40m
that had been sloshing about as an idea in my
mind for quite some time. It was based on
vertical dipoles that don’t need a ground
system. Both Mike, MØFCD, and I had spent
quite some time on the design and computer
modelling of the antenna and control box and
the IOTA Contest was really only the excuse
to ‘have a go’ with it. In reality, the antenna
worked quite well. It wasn’t perfect but, for a
first try without any ‘tinkering’ or setting up,
it performed as well, or better, than I had
expected. But, more of that later.

All seemed to be going well…
All seemed to be going well until we tried to
put the TB3 tribander up on a 30ft pole.
Adrian had brought along a substantial block
and tackle to assist in this. All was assembled,
the guys were affixed and the hauling started.
The 30ft pole was made up of a 20ft
aluminium scaffold pole with a 10ft extension
- except that the 10ft section was at the
bottom. The two poles were joined using one
of our normal external coupling sleeves. On
top of these were the rotator, a 3ft stub and the
TB3.

No, the ‘never again’ refers to my opinion as
to the future use of NA as our contest logging
program. We had chosen it for the 2002
IOTA contest because it seemed to be the only
program that supported both a multitransmitter set-up and IOTA. Before that, we
had been using SDI very successfully, but that
program does not support two transmitters and
packet. We did have some minor glitches
when we used NA last year, but it was the
failure of our local Packet Cluster node that
was more of a problem during that contest.
This year the Packet Cluster operated
flawlessly (about the only thing that did!);

We should have listened to Andy! He
suggested that we strengthen the poles at the
joining sleeve, but the general consensus
amongst the rest of us was that it would be all
right. It all looked a bit ‘bendy’ as we started
to raise it, but it seemed to be going up fine
until the sleeve crumpled under the strain –
just as Andy had feared. Seemingly very
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gracefully, down came the top section, beam
and rotator! Also, down came a ladder that
we had been using as extra leverage.
Unfortunately, this hit Andy a blow on the
head. Happily, when the blue language and
the red blood stopped flowing, it was evident
that the wound was relatively minor, but it
gave poor old Andy a headache for the rest of
the day. We were lucky that it was no worse –
we will take more care in the future, and listen
to sense. At least now we have acquired
several hard hats for future erection parties!

packet set-up. All was assembled, the packet
was tested into GB7DXS and seemed fine.
The PC network was set up and all the rigs
communicated correctly. The beams were
then tested for VSWR. The TB3 seemed
reasonable, but not fantastic. Still, by that
time we were not in the mood to go out again
into the pouring rain to take it down and adjust
it, so it would have to do! The two inverted
vees were then tried out and, as expected, the
impedances of these on 40 and 80 were too far
away from 50 ohms for the auto atus to cope,
so manual ATUs had to be used in their place.
This did not prove too much of a hassle in
practice, however, we are thinking about
monoband wire antennas for these bands for
future contests. We could then make sure that
they could be tuned with the auto ATUs.

Surprisingly, there seemed to be little damage
to the beam either, but now we decided that a
single 20ft pole would have to suffice for
height. This proved to be no problem to erect
and the beam was soon in the air. Also, the
resident wire doublet was hauled up this pole
to provide an antenna for the spotting receiver.

By this time it was about 7pm. The others had
drifted away at various times, leaving just
Adrian and myself to tie the ribbons on the
rigs, etc, before packing up for the day; it had
been a long one and we hadn’t even stopped to
eat. We were just about to go when we both
thought that the TB3 didn’t quite look right.
Somehow we seemed to have the director and
reflector reversed!! We decided that we
couldn’t leave it like that, so the two of us
lowered the beam, changed it round and raised
it again – thankfully without any mishaps, this
time. That looked better! The VSWR was
better and so was the directivity. By that time
it was 9pm and we were knackered!

Next was the pole for the 80m doublet. This
was very light, being the combination of a 20odd foot racing dinghy mast (aluminium) with
a 15ft fibreglass windsurfer mast on the top of
it. Our other wire antenna was a 160m
doublet and both were to be fed through 450
ohm ladder-line. They were laid out and
hauled up their respective masts as inverted
vees.
That was just about it for the outdoor work
and, as now it was raining even harder, we
were very glad! All that was left to do outside
was to lay out the coax and control cables to
the 4-square and connect it up with its control
box. This could be done the following
(Saturday) morning – perhaps it wouldn’t be
raining then.

On Saturday morning we arrived at about
10am and laid out the 4-square cables. The
four coax feeds to the individual antennas had
been sealed inside a black bin-liner to stop the
rain getting at them. Unfortunately, there was
about a couple of pints of water inside! The
feeds were drained, blown dry and hung up for
the wind to dry them further - it wasn’t
raining, for a change! I didn’t expect we
would need the 4-square until the evening
when the 40m DX started to come in; it should
be dried off by then. Everything else was

The Rigs and the Testing
We had Adrian’s IC-781 + linear + auto ATU
and my FT-1000 MkV barefoot. Also, we had
Andy’s 736 for a spotting receiver and my old
TS-9000 2m rig for packet. We had three
PCs: one for each station and one for the
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fired up and we were ready to go well before
the 1200 UTC start.

It was now after 1800 UTC and we had lost
well over three hours operating time. At the
rate that we were going before the crashes,
that meant about 300 QSOs lost. When we
did get back the band conditions had
deteriorated considerably, with nothing on 10
and 15m and precious little on 20m. The
bands were very noisy and propagation poor
(subsequently, I see that the flux had dropped
to about 100 and the A index had gone up to
30+).

This year, Jack, GØNOA, had agreed to be on
air to make sure we had the EU-005 (UK
mainland) multiplier on all bands. At 1200
exactly, the run station (IC-781) worked Jack
on 20m SSB and then Jack called on 20m
CW. Thereafter he called on both CW and
SSB on the other bands. He had some
problems on 80m, so we had to leave that
band until later. Alan started to run on 20m
and I looked for multipliers on the other
bands.

From there on we struggled. We could not
sustain any reasonable run and both stations
were in ‘search and pounce’ mode. The best
QSO rate that we could get was only about
30/hour, and some hours during the night we
only worked 14 or 15. The software kept
crashing at irregular intervals and more time
was lost. However, we were now quite expert
at getting it going more quickly! As the
famous law would have it, the conditions
began to improve towards the end of the
contest and the software behaved itself better
but, by that time, we were so far behind that
little could be made up.

PC Problems
Everything seemed to be going great guns!
We were under two hours into the contest and
we had over 160Qs in the log, with plenty of
multipliers. Then, crash! Down went the
logging program on the mult station. We
found out that it was no good just restarting
the program on the mult PC, as the two logs
then became out of sync with their serial
numbers. We had to stop both stations, down
the program on all PCs, reload and try to get
the program running again.

Why did the program keep crashing? We had
taken proper precautions to stop RF getting
into the PCs via the leads as this had been our
main worry with the network. It may have
been that we were doing something that we
shouldn’t have been doing but, as far as we
could diagnose, the crashing problems
stemmed from the use of the function keys for
multiplier checking, etc – a very important
facility as far as the mult station and the
spotting receiver operators are concerned.

For some reason, when the program came
back up again the PCs wouldn’t talk to each
other correctly!
This took nearly three
quarters of an hour to sort out. Then we had
one QSO and it crashed again! After another
15 mins or so, it was back again, this time
running for about half an hour before
crashing. This time, we could not get things
right. The individual PCs didn’t want to
communicate with each other again and we
were off air for over an hour and three
quarters trying to sort it out. When we did get
things going properly it lasted four minutes
before the same thing happened again! By
this time we were getting rather peed off!!!
Another half an hour passed before all was
well again.

The way that the program stores the QSO
data: each station with its own database, did
not help matters. As explained, it meant that
if one station crashed the other could not
continue without the serial numbers on the
two getting out of step. We did try to continue
with the run station and then record the run
station’s log onto floppy and transfer it to the
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mult PC, but this caused just as much
disruption.

mark: rather disappointing. Our quest is now
for a reliable logging program that supports
both multi-transmitter set-ups and the IOTA
contest and we may need to upgrade our PCs
to run a more modern, Windows program (NA
is a DOS program) that will give us band
mapping and other more modern frills. I think
that we learnt quite a lot from this IOTA
contest. It is just a pity that most of it was on
the negative side!

Also, because the result of most of the crashes
seemed to be a loss of communication
between stations, the only procedure that
seemed to work was to exit the program on all
PCs then reload and go through the setting-up
procedure to re-establish the connections.
However, we were using a year-old version of
the program and those bugs may well have
been sorted out now. Even so, we do not feel
confident to use the program for future
contests.

My thanks go to Adrian, Andy and Alan for
their help with the assembly and operation of
the station, Mike with his help in the
modelling and Keith with his help in the
building of the 4-square and also in the
assembly of the station. Thanks also to Nigel,
G4KIU, who helped with the operation and
with the software crash diagnosis and (almost)
cure. We will do better next year!

The 4-Square
On a more positive note, the 4-square seemed
to work quite well, that is when I remembered
that the feed coaxes were still hanging up to
dry - it was much better when they were
connected! Thank Goodness that we had a
decent torch on site! For European stations
there was generally little difference between
the inv vees and the 4-sq, but DX signals
could be as much as 4 or 5 S points better on
the 4-sq. I expect that this was a result of its
much lower take-off angle. On receive, it
showed some directivity when switched, but
perhaps not as much as I had hoped; this was
probably due to slightly incorrect phasing.

Operating stories
What a super story from Eric! Thank you for
taking the trouble to share your experiences
and many of the issues rang bells with me! I’d
welcome similar articles from other CDXC
members on their experiences in contests – it’s
always fascinating to learn how someone else
‘does it’.
So please, if you have a moment – do jot
down some notes! Hopefully there will be
plenty of interesting stories to tell from the
CQ WW contests next time.

However, what was most noticeable was that
the 4-sq was generally much quieter than the
inv vees; it was a particularly noisy night of
QRN. Some good DX was worked with the
antenna through the darkness hours with good
reports from both N & S America and the
Caribbean islands. We think that it will be
worth trying to do some more experimenting
with this antenna to see if it can be improved
for future contests.

I have to apologise to John, G3LZQ who
kindly sent me some fascinating statistics on
the GB5HQ operation. Unfortunately, Outlook
Express ‘ate’ my Inbox (several thousand
mails) including John’s work – so I am not
able to include it this time. It will certainly
appear in the next Digest.

We ended working only 519 QSOs with 232
multipliers (last year was 716Q, 289M and we
were hoping to improve on this considerably).
Our claimed score is only just over the 1M

Thanks, John.
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3B8CF

[from Glynn, GW4MVA]

Amateur Radio Film News

During a recent conversation with Kenton,
HB9DOT, about the QSL-ing activities of DX
stations, I mentioned that I had just received a
card from 3B8CF.

by RFX

Kenton operated from the QTH of Jacky,
3B8CF, in the early 1990s. Jacky is a keen
operator, but not a keen collector of QSL
cards. He replies to all cards received, but
unfortunately not all cards that are sent arrive
on the island.

If you’re a Harry Potter fan, you’ll be
interested in a considerable scoop for the
CDXC Digest.

Harry Potter

Not even J.K. Rowling knows about this, but
in his third year at Hogwarts young Harry
suddenly developed a keen interest in amateur
radio and HF DX-ing, rather strange Muggletype activity though it may be. So some of his
friends started calling him ‘Hammy’ Potter
instead.
Dumbledore
and
Professor
McGonagall were appalled.

There is an incoming Bureau but NOT an
outgoing one. This is what Kenton had to say :
“I see that (Jacky) gets a lot of bad publicity
sometimes for not QSL-ing. I did all my
operating on Mauritius from his QTH and he
does reply promptly to the direct cards. I have
watched him doing it.

It was good news for amateur radio, though.
After all, we always say we’re trying to
encourage new blood into this hobby of ours.
Meanwhile watch out for the wizard DX-er in
Hammy Potter and the Phantom of 15 SSB,
coming to your local cinema soon.

The biggest problem is the mail service on the
island. He just does not receive a lot of his
mail. It even took me three or four tries once
to get a card from him – and we are good
friends. I saw one letter he got from Ohio – it
took three months to arrive and had a
Timbuktu hand stamp on it. Another letter had
been routed through South Yemen! It is
always best to put via France on the address.

The Silence of the Lambs

In the wake of the September power cut which
affected nearly all of Italy, an American film
company is planning to make a psycho-thriller
based on ‘The Silence of the Lambs’ and
depicting the chilling psychological effect
which this unprecedented power cut had on
Italy’s highly active amateur radio
community.

All the magazines and guides to QSL Bureaux
worldwide say that Mauritius has its own QSL
bureau. Well they do receive cards OK via this
Bureau, but they have no system or volunteer
workers to send the cards out. All the
incoming cards go to Paul, 3B8AD, and he
forwards them to the local hams and that is it,
a one-way service. I was there a few times
when Jacky received packages of 700 or 800
cards and there is no way that he can afford
the time or money to reply to them directly. In
fact Jacky does not even save most of the
cards – he burns them! He just likes to operate
the radio, but does keep some cards if they are
special.”

Negotiations are already in progress with Sir
Anthony Hopkins to play the leading role, that
of a keen Italian amateur radio enthusiast who
also enjoys having friends for dinner. The
proposed title for this new movie: The Silence
of the Hams.
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Digest Prize Crossword 1
A bit of an experiment, this. I don’t
think we’ve had a crossword before.
This one’s similar to the sort of thing
you find in The Times or Daily
Telegraph, so cryptic-type clues. I hope
you’ll be able to read most of them
without a magnifying glass!
Quite a few of the clues have something
to do with amateur radio, so you might
need to think ‘prefixes’ etc. There’s
quite a bit of geography in there too, but
then as CDXC members you’ll already
be experts at this too.
Entries, please, by 20 December, the
next Digest deadline. The first correct
entry ‘out of the hat’ will win a brandnew £10 note personally donated by
Neville, G3NUG.

1

4
9
11
12
13
14
17
18
20
22
26
27
28
31
32
33
34

3

4

9

10

12

5

6

7

8

23

24

11

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21

22
25

26

27

28

29
31

Swim by lake in Austria leads to erection
(6)
NA island pub not good – only 7 starters (8)
There are conditions if these are attached
(7)
Mass QSY HF when DX station announces
16? (7)
Awards programme a small amount (4)
Somehow it’s PR for football kit (5)
Erection found in Afghanistan and Ulster
(4)
Apparatus for measuring hot air? (3,5)
Term of endearment in place without
terrorists (5)
Totally mad, like CW operators half the
time? (5)
Part of 14 to keep you warm? (8)
New listener is not far away (4)
Instrument making awful groan (5)
Mineral found in metal containers (4)
Say how old one is? That’s mean! (7)
ZA on air, drunk, neighbour of UT (7)
Payment to landlord when buying a
Vibroplex? (3,5)
State football team’s first handbook (6)

30
32

33

ACROSS
1

2

by RFX

34

DOWN
1 Stylish and dynamic, like CW operators half
the time? (7)
2 Unwelcome boarders without a ticket (7)
3 Feline connections, we hear (4)
5 Paula and I made to work in part of Italy (6)
6 Party bachelors hate initially (4)
7 Bedroom insect currently not QRV? (7)
8 Not usual, like so many prefixes these days?
(7)
10 Canine crossword compiler (6)
15 Yankee endlessly confused in part of Africa
(5)
16 Type of personality found in Adriatic port (5)
19
20
21
23
24
25
29

Hat country (6)
The Land of Oz? (7)
Play written by tabloid editor in Benin (7)
Archipelago in which I love Latin in skirt (7)
ZB2, everybody? No, part of GM (7)
Oil-producing nation, by the sound of it (6)
Top local official not right in Ireland (4)

30 Is in Holland, this city? No, Italy (4)
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DX and Events Calendar
Compiled by G3XTT
(thanks to the 425 DX News for most of this)

till
till
till
till
till

13/12
Jan 2004
30/11
November
30/12

5B4AHJ: Cyprus (AS-004) by G3PMR
8J1RF: Dome Fuji Base (AN-016) (WABA JA-04)
HLØKSJ & D88S: ‘King Sejong’ (WABA HL-01) by DS4CNB
DP1POL: ‘Neumayer’ Base (WABA DL-03) by DL5XL
HE2GR: special event call (Switzerland)

till
till
till
till
till

31/12
31/12
31/12
31/12
31/12

HE2MM: special call (Switzerland)
HF650O: special event station (Poland)
II1D: special call
JM6DZB/JD1: Iwo Jima (AS-030), Ogasawara
UEØJWA: special station (Zone 19)

till 31/12
till 2004
04/11-18/11
06/11-15/11
08/11-18/11

VI8NT: special event station
R1ANZ: ‘Mirny’ Base (WABA UA-07)
9G5JH: Ghana by PAØCJH
3B8/ON5AX: Mauritius (AF-049)
PA3GIO/VP9: Bermuda (NA-005)

09/11-23/11
10/11-14/11
15/11-24/11
19/11-01/12
21/11-21/12

CU2/DH5ST/P: São Miguel (EU-003), Azores
3B9/PAØVHA and 3B9/PA3BAG: Rodrigues Island (AF-017)
3B8/PAØVHA and 3B8/PA3BAG: Mauritius Island (AF-049)
TS7N: Kerkennah Islands (AF-073)
VK2IAY/4 (OC-160, OC-171, OC-137) by GØUIH

22/11-04/12
25/11-28/11
26/11-15/12
26/11-30/11
02/12-04/12

FR/E: Europa Island (AF-009)
3G2D: Damas Island (SA-086) by CEs
FR5/ON4LAC: Réunion (AF-016)
V26K: Antigua & Barbuda (NA-100) by AA3B
VK4WWI/9: Cato Reef (OC-???)

06/12-08/12
06/12-07/12
15/12-11/01
17/12-27/12
January 2004

VK4WWI/9: Marion Reef (OC-???)
TARA RTTY Sprint
G4IUF/HC8: Galapagos Islands (SA-004)
3B8/ON4LAC: Mauritius (AF-049)
3YØ: Peter 1 Island
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Standing Order Request Form

To:

…………………………………………………………………

Branch :

….……………………………………………………………...

Bank

Please pay:
Bank:
Branch:
Sort Code:
Account:
Account name:

NatWest Bank
Kingston-upon-Thames
60-60-02
44532385
CDXC

Reference:

………..……………..

(Please write your callsign here)

The amount of £15.00 (fifteen pounds) / £20.00 (twenty pounds)
(Delete as appropriate)

1. starting with an initial payment TODAY
2. followed by an annual payment on 1 JULY thereafter,
starting with 1July 2004 and until further notice in writing.
Please debit my/our account accordingly.
Name of account to be debited : ……….…………………………………..……
Account number :…………..………………………………………..……………..
THIS REPLACES ANY EXISTING STANDING ORDER PAYABLE TO
‘CDXC’ or ‘Chiltern DX Club’ (Delete if this is a new Standing Order request)
Name(s) :

………………….…………..……………………………………………..

BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

Signature :

…………………………………………………………………………….

Signature :

…………………………………………………………………………….

(For accounts where two signatures are required)

Date :

……………………

Address :

……………………….…………………………………………………….
……………………….…………………………………………………….

Postcode :

……………………….

After completion of this Standing Order Request Form,
please send the signed form to the bank branch looking after your account.
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How to fill in the CDXC Standing Order Request Form
1. The form should be addressed to your own Bank and branch.
2. Write your CALLSIGN after ‘reference'. This is very important as it is the way your
subscription is identified in the CDXC bank statements.
3. Delete one of the amounts (£15.00 is the 2003-04 subscription for UK members; the
subscription is £20.00 for those living abroad.)
4. The form has been pre-filled with "today and on 1st July annually thereafter".
5. Enter your account details after 'Name of account to be debited' and your account
number.
6. Complete the lower part of the form with your name, address, date and don't forget
to sign it.
7. THE COMPLETED FORM SHOULD BE SENT DIRECTLY TO THE BANK BRANCH
WHICH LOOKS AFTER YOUR ACCOUNT.
8. It helps the CDXC Treasurer if you also tell him that you intend to pay by Standing
Order in future.
9. Check your bank statements after the first payment should have been made to
ensure that your bank is executing the order correctly.
Thank you for helping CDXC by paying your subscription by Standing Order!
On-Line Banking
If you use On-Line Banking then you can make a transfer directly to:
Sort-Code :

60-60-02

Account :

44532385

Account Name :

CDXC

Reference :

[your callsign]

Bank :

NatWest - Kingston-upon-Thames Branch
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Chiltern DX Club
CDXC Members QSL Card
Priority Order Form

Quantity
500
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

Tick the appropriate box

Price

ü

£36.42
£66.38
£122.78
£178.60
£234.41
£290.81

All the above prices are inclusive of UK VAT. Packing and postage within the UK included.

To customise your card please enter your details below:
Callsign:

Name:

Address:

Please Note: Delivery will be made to the address given above, unless notified otherwise.

Payment details:
Name of cardholder (as given on card):
Card Number:
Card Type * :

Mastercard Visa Switch

* Delete as appropriate

Expiry date (Month/Year):

Issue Number (Switch cards only):

Cardholder’s address, if different to one given above:
E-mail this order form to: sales@hdprint.co.uk

or fax to: +44 (0)1920 463212
or post to: Hertfordshire Display plc, 51 High Street, Ware, Herts SG12 9BA UK
Tel: +44 (0)1920 461191
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